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THE CO~VEN'.rIO:::< REPORTS. 
(To the E dito1·.) 

1870. 

Will you kindly allow me to announce t ilat I have received the a llowing contri.bu
tions towards the debt due to me on foe firnt two Convention Repor s, as stated by me 
in H uman 1Vat1l1°e for l\fay, 1869 :-

I V. Tebb, Esq., ... £1 0 0 
Rev. --- , 1 0 0 
J. Burns, 1 0 0 
D. \V. \Veatherhead, Esq., 1 0 0 
A Clergyman, .. . 1 0 0 

£l8 more are required.-I am, yours &c., 

l\Iiss St one, 
Thos. Grant, Esq., 
Signor Damiani, 
E. Foster , Preston, 
An Artist , 

£1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 10 6 
0 5 0 
O 2 G 

J. BURNS. 

HUMA N N ATURE, Vols. I., JI., and III., Bound, 7s. " · each. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO H UNAN N A T UR E FOR 1870 ARE S' OW DUE. 

One copy monthly , post free. for 7s. per annum ; 25 copies month] , carriage unpaid, 
£ 5 per annum. The circulation of H mr.an Ncitm·e has increase . very much dur
ing the past year . About 1000 copies have been distributed gratuito1 ;"y, and donations 
su.fficient to pay p11rt of the postage lrnxe been received. A few lmn !reds were sent to 
the press , and many notices and extracts appeared in consequence. 

A GRATU ITOuS DISTRIBUTION FU ND 

is r ectuired to sustain the cost of such arra'.lgements. The cause of H'Ogress could not 
be better aided t han by nn expenditure of £ 10 monthly in this work. .\.11 contributions 
will be acknowledged, and the manner in which they have been usec will be faithfully 
st atecl on this page from month to month. 

NEWS ABOUT DR NEWTON 

·weekly in the ilfediurn :md Daybi-cak, a Journal devoted to the Pheno nena, Philosophy, 
and Teachings of Spiritualism, Price 1d; P ublished at t he Office o Human N atw ·e. 
This little weekly is a useful appendix t o Human N atu1·e, giving ct r ·ent in formation 
and other light matters not fi t ted for the pa~es of our Magazine. 

NOTICE TO READERS IK FOHEIGN COUNTRI :s. 
The friends of Progress and Spirit ual foiedom in foreign count ri s , particularly in 

t he United Stat es of America, arc respect :'.ully solicited t o promot1 ihe circulation of 
H uman Nat u1·e, which occupies an u nique position in the ranks of t!erature, and bas 
peculiar claims upon refor mers in all p:irt s of the world. By the fa ilities afforded by 
the Post-Office, we can supply H uman N :1tu1·e to America at the rnme price as to 
readers in England, and we are willing to ta_rn payment in cur rency. Cln r eceipt of two 
dollars we will send H uman Nature for tweh-e months as issued, or cund volumes for 
two dollars fifty cent s. Any person sending a club of ten subsc1 1 ers and twenty 
dollars can h n.ve any Volmne free hy post. 

VV ANTED .-Full sets or Odd Volumes of the · rl ER AL D 
OF L ::: GHT . 

JOHN THOMSO N, :30 JOHN STREET, GL,\SGOW. 

--
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Distribution of Books and Works of Art. 

THE Publisher from time to time intends making distributions of 
valuable Books, Portraits, or Works of Art, to the readers of Hwnau 
:Vature~ A small sum, not equal to the value of the works offered, 
will be charged to those who desire to take part in these distributions. 
By this plan the Publisher will be enabled to place within the reach 
of those who desire them, very acceptable productions at a nominal 
cost, on the principles of co-operation. In May, 1868, was offered, 
"Secpticism and Spiritualism," price 6d; in Oct.ober, " Letters on Man's 
Nature and Development," price 3s 6d; in November," Spiritualism: 
its Facts and Phases," price 9d; in January, 1869, "The Book of 
Health, " price 6d; in February, "The Alpha: a Revelation, but no 
Mystery," price 2s; in March, "Physiology for Schools," price 7d; in 
May, '"Vital Law," price 4d; in June, "Musical Gymnastics, price Sd; 
in July, "A Woman's Work in Water Cure and Sanitary Education," 
price 8d; in September, "Have you been Vaccinated, " price 4d; in 
October, "Marriage and its Violations," price 4d; in Novembe1., 
"Photograph of J. M. Peebles," price 4d; in December, "Social 
Fetters, " price 2s 6d; in January, 1870, "Echoes of iny Youth," price 
8d; in February, "The History of the Supernatural" (b.v William 
Howitt), price 7s 6d; in March, "A Photograph of A. J. Davis ," 
price 4d; in April, "Annual of Physiognomy, Phrenology," 1870, 
price 4d; in May," The Philosophy of the Bath, price 2s 6d; in June, 
"Jesus: Myth, Man, or, God," price ls; in July, "Bathing and 
Swimming," price ·1d.; in August, "Sup1·aill:.undane Facts," price 2s 
6d. These may yet be obtained by sending in the respective certi
ficates. With the present Number is offered, 

SMEDLEY'S HYDROPATHY. 

Please cnt this part off; and sencl it to the Publisher of Hwncm Nature, 

J. BuRNS, PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY, 15 SouTHAMPTON Row, 

BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, HoLBORN, LoNDON, W.O. 

As Purchaser of H~uman Nature for S ept., I claim one Copy of 

"Smedley's Hydrnpathy," at l s 8d; post free, 2s lei, publishecl at 2s 6d. 

Address, _ _ _ _ ___________________ _ 
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PROF. AND MRS. DR. FOWLE.& will Lecture in Concert Hall Lord Nelson Street, 
Livei-pool, from Aug. 29 to Sept.19. In Wo1·kinan'sHall, Claugb onl{on,cl,Bii·kenhead, 

from Sept. 19 to Oct. 3. 

M RS. M.A. WILSON, l'rIEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT and PROPHETIC >lEDIUM, detects and 
prescribes for Diseases, No. 30 Clevedon 8treet, P!l.rk Road, Liverpool. Fee, 2/6. 

MR. G. PERRIN, :i'>fodical Mesmerist, 11 \Yestmoreland · ']nee, Southampton 
Sti:cct, Cmnberwell, S. E. , 

Jllrs. Perrin attends upon Ladies only. 

A CIRCLE is held on THURSDAY at S P.~r., at 7 Corporation '.Row, Clerkenwell. 
Tickets of !\Ir STEEL, 36 Gt. Sutton Street. Lectures.month y. . 

----~--

!\ /lrISS JOB, Mesme1·ist, 24 Blomficld ltoad, Shepherd's Bi1sb, :f,ondon, W. The 
lV.1. physical development of weak children receives special a t~ntion . At home 
daily lmtil 2 o'clock. 

~---- --- ~ ·-.-· - , - ----~~~ 

MH. J. HUMBY, Mcclirnl Mngnetist, 2 Hotly Pht9r, Cottage G~·ove, Stoclrn:ell, 
London, S.W. . 

R 0 0 M S fol' holding Seances may be obtainecl at 15 SOUT LAMPTON ROW, 
LONDON, W . '. . 

TUST PUBLISHED, Price 2s., by post 2s. ld., TREATISE ON H AGNETISMAND 
; ITS HEALING POWER. By Professor ADOLPH DIDIER. Co be had at Bail

' lier6'"• 219 Regent's Street; and at the Author's, l!l, Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Squarn. 

THE SPIRITUALIST, a Scientific Jomnal, 'Published monthly price Threepence, 
contains all the latest news of SpiritMlism, and much eviden e for the benefit of' 

of N 011-Spiritualists, demonstrating that the subject deserves seri is investigation by 
all thoughtful people. Publisher, E. W . Allen, Stationers' Hall Court, St. Paul's 
Churchyard, London, E.C. ' 

MONSIE\JR ADOLPHE DIDIEI{, Professor of l\Iedical l\'Iesme1·ism ancl Galvanis111 
{twenty-four years in pra,cf,ice), bas the honour to annouL 1e tha~ be attends 

Pa.tients daily, from 2 till 5, at bis residence-19 Fitzroy Street, Fit roy Square. Som-
nambulic consultations for diseases : their causes and remedies. · '1• 

A GENTLEMAN in Frankfort is desirous of engagements as Corre ipondent to Papers 
of a Progressive and Liberal stamp. Address-A.'.!.'. S., 15 0< lerweg, Frankfol't

on-the-1\Iaine. 

JUST PUBLISHED, a new impression of th~ PHILOSOPHY OJ DEATH. By A. 
J. DAVIS. Pnce 2d. 

AN EDUCATIONAL HOME near the Crystal Palace. Childi·eL f either sex may 
. find a comfortable home and suitable eclucation in a family o ladies, where the 

principles of Spiritualism are entertained. It is not a school, but z. home, and recom
mends itself to the attention of guardians of tender childi·en, or pa ents who live at a 
distance or in foreign countries. Apply to J. BURNS, 15 SOU1'H AMPTON RO'W, 
LONDON, W.C. 

THE SCOTTISH GR.l.EFENBE:R G. 

BRIDGE OF ALLAN WATERCURE ESTABLISHi\IENT, , tirlingshire. Dr. 
HUNTER offers Patients all the comforts of a first-class Hotel at from Two to Two

and-a-Half Guineas per week, including Board, Lodging, and Trea ment. Bridge-of
Allan possesses unrivalled advantages for Hydropatbic Treatment. The celebrated 
Trossachs. Loeb Katrine, Loch Lomond, Loeb Dmnkaye, &c., and tl e other beautiful 
scenery of the "Lady of the Lake," ancl likewise the gardens at ] rummond Castle, 
Castle Campbell, the Rumbling Bridge, the Falls of the Devon, the Devil's Mill, the 
Fields of Bannockburn, Sberiffmuir, and many other interesting local ties, are all with
in an easy ride. Bridge-of-Allan is one of the stations of the Scottisl Central Railway, 
and is in direct and constant communication with all parts of the tlnited Kingdom. 
By rail, :(.ondon can be reached in thirteen hours, and Edinburgl1 Jr Glasgow in an 
hour and a half. 
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Just Publlshetl, fcap Svo, pp. 3Ql, cloth boards, 3s. 
ri ·1 HE 1VI ENT AL 0 U RE, ill_ustrating the INF_LUENCE of 
.l the MIND on the BODY, both m Health and Disease, and 

the Psychological 1Vlethorl of Treatment. By Rev. W. F . EVANS. 

The Beumer of h ight, a few months ago, in 'noticing the first American 
Edition, says :-"The whole discussion of the a.uthor is concerning man's 
mental and spiritual nature; how it is related to, and in what peculiar 
ways it operates Hpon the physical system; and what is the connection be
tween clisorderecl mental states ,and diseased phy~iological action. Along 
with thi's discussionhe sets forth t he mode of regulating the intellectual 
and affectional nature of the invalid, under any system of medical treat-
ment. -
. " The subject is a great one, a.nd -wholly an interior and speculative 0ne; 
but · the skill of the author lies in his successful method of making what is 

· more or less the subject of speculation a practical and plain matter . In' 
proceeding to do this, he sets out with stating broadly the relation of the 
human mind to the Creator of the Universe. H e establishes the postulate, 
that the millet though immaterial, is yet substantial ; and gives a theory in 
reference to its form, its division, its degrees. Then he touches on the nature 
ancl use of the spiritual body, and naturally the.i1eafter on the emanations 
of the spiritual spheres. The doctrine· of spiritual influx is taken up; aµd 
the relation of the material to the spiritual realm. Then there is a fine 
statement and deveJopment of the theory of a COlTeSpondence between b'rain 
and mind ; also of the 'relation of hear t and lungs to·iove ancl intellect ; and 
suggestive, if not convincing, speculations on the correspondence of the 
stomach and mind, and the relations of the excretions of the body to those 
of the mind. 

"As cognate branches of the subject, the skin and the senses are considered, 
b<ith in their connection with the mind and independently of it . And: finally, 
the true mystery oflife is taken up for an explanation, and the author attempts 
to show l'i.ow we can induce upon ourselves any desirable mental state. The 
sanative power even of language, as well as of moods, is touchecl upon and 
in a most suggestive manner, ancl the discussion of the mocle of curing general 
debility by pure m'ent!)l force, is interesting enough to be ·worth the price 
of the book, · The volume closes with a development of tl1e doctrine of 
curing by both active and passive exercise of the will, ancl a clear and 
impressive setting forth of the influence. of the spiritual world upon mental 
health ancl disease. · 

"For originality of thought and treatment, for a certain intrepid directnes;;, 
which is the chref merit of a treatise of this character , and for a plain 
practicalness that commends its broad ancl profound truths, together with 
its more. acute and intricate speculations, to tlrn _general re.acler , we think 
this volume will take its place at once among the remarkable procluctions 
of the clay, and vindicate its reputation by the marked revolution it will set 
011 foot in reference to c0mnwn life and thinking. 

J. BURNS, 15 SoUTlIAM:l'TON R.ow, LONDO~,' w.c. 
' -, 

T HE WO RKS OF A L L,AN KARDEC. 
u; Llvtrn: DES ESPRJTE. 3s 6cl. . 
LE LIVR.E DES :rvrnDIUMS.. 3s 6d. 
L'EVANGILE SELON LE SPIR.ITISNfE. 3s 6cl. 
LE ClEL E'l' L'ENFER.. 3s 6d. , 
LA GENESE LES MIRACLES ET LES Pl~EDldTIONS SELON LE 

. SPIR.I'l'ISME. 3s 6d. 
CARACTEH.ES DE I ,A. lt.EVEf,A'l'ION SP IHI'l'E. 3cl" 
HESUME DE LA LOI DES PHENOMENES SPIR.l'.l'ES. 2cl. 
SPlRl'rISM'JN l'l'S :i\IOS'1' SIMPI,E EXPR.ESSION (English 7 ranslation). 3tl. 

.T. Bur.N~, 15 SoU'rl:l'.Ai>IPTON Row, LoJscno:rs; W.C. j 
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BANKING LIFE AND SELF-INSURANCE -'OLICIES 
ISSUED BY THE 

BRITISH IMPERIAL INSURANCE CO PORATION 
LIJY.r:ITED_ 

Capital £200,000, in 200,000 Shares of £1 ach. 

Incoi'Po7'Cued 1nwsuctnt to Act of Parz.ia11ient. 

The only Life Office established_ which 1n·ovides British Governme t Secw·ity /0 1· its 
Policy Holdtrs. 

Hun OFFICEs- BROWN STREET & MARSDEN STREET, .liANCHES'r ER. 
BI{AKCtl OFFICE FO!t Loirno~-20 COCKSPU1'1. STREET, p .A LL MALL, s. w. 

T R UST E ES . 
I 

CHRISTOPlIER WEGUELIN, Esq. (Messrs Thomson, Bonar, & Cc ,) 57~ Old Broad 
Street, London, E.C. .. 

CHARLES OPPENHEIM, Esq. (Messrs. Samuel Oppenheim and Sc 1s), 18 Old Broad . 
Street, E. C. 

WILLIAM G. GooDJ,IFFE, Esq., Accountant-General, India Office, Westminster. 
AUGUSTUS F . BAYFORD, Esq., LL.D. , Senior Registrar, Court o Probate, Doctors' 

Commons, Chancellor of the Diocese of Manchester. 

D I RE CT OR S. 
ALFRED BOWER, Esq. (Messrs W. Bower 

& Son, Cotton Brokers), Brown's 
Buildings, Liyerpool. 

Major-General JolIN 'rHEOl'HILUS 
BOILEAU, RE., F.R.S., 31 Lacl
broke Square, S.W . 

WILLIAllI DANIEL CHAPMAN, Esq., 
(Messrs. Pelly, Boyle, & Co.,) All
hallows Chambers, Lombard Street. 

Colonel the Hon. H . B. DALZELL (late 

Bengal Artillery), )irector of the Agra 
Bank, London. 

RICHARD JONES, Es1 . (Messrs William 
Andrew and R Jones), Ardwick, 
and Cheetham I ill, Manchester. 

SAMVEL SHAW, Esq, J.P. (Messrs. P. 
Shaw & Co.), Croft Mills, and 
Breeze Hill, MoH'lley, Manchester. 

CHARLES SunruRs, Jl sq. , Oxford Mills, 

1 
Oldham, and tiversvale House, 

, Ashton-under-L. e. 
A U D ITOR 

(To the Govc1•1111nent Scciwity Banking Life and Self-Ins1ira.1oe Fitnds) . 
·wrLLIAM FARR, Esq., M.D., F.R.S., &c., &c,, Loi don. 

S TAN D IN G C 0 U N SE L. 
JOHN H oLKEll, Esq., Q.C., 6 Crown Office Row, Temple London. 

BANKERS. 
TfIE BANK OF EXGLAJHJ, LONDON. 

JIIANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL DISTRICT BANK, 11'.CAN(Jl;ESTER. 
Brokers, - Messrs GORTON BROS. & POOLEY, Mancb. ster. 

EDICAL AD V ISERS. 
J . ] ,E JGH, Esq. , l\LR.C.S. , Manchester. I IVILLIAM P. BAIN, Esi[., M.D. , London. 

General 1lfanage1·,-JoHN A. FEIGAN. 
Sccretct1y,-)VrLLIAM DAVIES. 

RESIDENT SECRETARIES 11nd BRANCH OFFICEI!. 
.JosEl'II Wm1'T,\ LL, 20 Cockspm Street, 

Pall Mall, S. W., London. ' 
WILLIAM DALY, 4 College Green, 

Dublili. I 
J. H . P oLLOCK, 1 l rown 's Buildings, 

Exchange, Liverpo il. 
JNo. SllUTlI, Victo1 a Buildings, 66 

Renfield Street, Gl sgow. 
T. BAWDEN, Douglas, Isle of Man. 
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THE DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM ARE: 
The Cornpulsory Investnwnt of the Life Prc·miwni F'wuts· in Governmeiit Secwrilies. 

This form of Security is strictly defined by the Genera Deed of Trust, and is unalterable. 
Thus, the numerous dangers attaching to miscellaneous Investments are avoided; and the 
Policies issued by the Corporation are protected by the most reliable of all Securities. 

The Cornp1ete Secitrity of the Life Premiwm F'1md. 
All the Premiums (with the exception of one-fifth reserved for expenses of Management, 

Reserve, and Bonuses), are invested in the names of Trustees for the sole purpose of meeting 
Policy claims. The Trustees act independently of the Directors. 

The Control of tlw P-remimn F'mid is ctlwa.ys i·etaineii by the Insurants, throitgh theii· 
Ti·1istees. 
Local Trusts, composed of gentlemen of undoubted position, are formed throughout the 

Kingdom ; the Trustees act solely on behalf of the Policy-holders, and are custodians of the 
Life Premium Funds subscribed in the district. 

An Eqititable Surrender -Valiw Endorsecl on each Policy, and Pctyable on Dernnncl. 
From 50 to 70 per cent. of all premiums paid (according to the table under which the Policy 

is effected) can be obtaii;ed, on demand, by Insurants desirous of ceasing premium paying. 

All Policies Convertible into CetSh on DMnand. 
The Surrender-Value being endorsed on the Policy, and payable on deniand, and tho Fund 

which provides it being deposited in the Bank of England, all Blinkers m:.y readily advance the 
Cash Value of the amount endorsed thereon. 

A fol-iciJ Bcmking Accoimt available to each Insumnt. 
Policy-holders upon depositing their Policies with the Corporation, either personally or 

through i~s Agents, may draw upon the Surrender-Value. to its full amount, for any purpose, 
thus using it as a cash balance at their Bankers, without invalidating their Policy. 

No L apsed Policies. · The Sm~·ender-Val1te caniwt be Foi'feitecl. 
T H E BR ITISH IM PE RIAL plan of Life and Self-Insurance was devised by 'Dr. Farr, 

Somerset House. It was originally submitted to Her Majesty's Government, and has been 
substantially adopted by them through the medium of the Post Office. It imparts an entirely 
new character to Life Insurance transactions, and effectually removes all doubt as to want of 
security and equity. 

TA.,BLE C.- ·To insure £.100 with Profits payablo on attaining the Age of 60, 
or at"Death, if it occur before that Age. 

--~--------------

' 

A,ge next I: mount ~f Annual ' v!~~a~~t~~v~;n-
Birthday. r Premmms. ment Securities. ~-------------

Surrender Value or Banking Account. 

! I I 
Ist Year. 

--w---£3102 __ £_2_1_7_ 5 __ , __ £_1 _1_9_0_1 

10th Year. 

£22 12 0 

[ 

'l~ABLE E.-'l.'o insure£] 00 with Profits hy the payment of Ten A1llliuctl 
Premiums only. 

I 
Surrender Value or Banking 

Age next Annual Proportion in Go- - Account. 
Birthday. Premium. vernIIjent Security 

1st Year. 5th Year. 

25 £5 1 7 £4 11 6 £3 16 0 £20 11 0 
30 5 10 4 4 19 4 4 3 0 22 6 0 

NOTE.-By a.n Insurance under Table E ., th< whole of the Premiums is pa.id in 10 years. '.!.'he 
sum insured is pa.ya.hie at death, whether that occur during the ten years of pa.yment or subsequently. 

Further information may be obtained on application at any of the Offices of the 
Corporation or J. BURNS, Agent, 16 Southampton Row, W.C., London. 
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CHEAP REMA.INOERS OF PROGRESSIVE PUBLIGATIONS. 
_. ' 1 \ 

• .. U' ' ' , . . I : ···•;, , ' 

A S I am clea1fog out my shelves to• receive new Editions, I am sel"" g o:ff a fine 
selection of useful Publications, much below cost price . . In some .nstances con

secutive sets may be obtained, highly eligible for personal reading or dist ib.ution. 
, THE BANNER OF I;IGHT, Back Numbers, ls .Gd per.dozen. .1 

'.l)J;IE HERALD OF PROGRESS. Edited by A. J.· Davis, each numher contaiining 
valuable papers from hi• o\vn pen. ls 6'cl per dozen. ' · 

THE RELIGIO-PHILOSOPH:(CAL· JOURNAL. ls 6cl per dozen. 
THE SPIRITUAL MAGAZINE. 35 per dozen. · 
HUMAN NATURE. 3s per. dozen. 

Tr I .' ', D,A YB'.i;tEA.n.. ;~s pe~ .100. .. , , " 
THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. 4s per dozen. 
'.FHE HERALD OF HEALTH. 4s per dozen. 
THE FIRST AND SECOND CONVENTION REPORTS. l s 6d per ' ozen. Large 

· qmmtities by'special arra'!gement. 
THE PHILOSO~HY _U_F~· -H_U_l\_'[_A_N_B_E_A_U_T_Y-,-''-01-· _P_h_y-si-ca-1 Perfectib, . · By Dr. 
. . . Jaµques. 7s ,6d. 
THE PHILOSOPHY QF '!'HE BATH, 01· Ail' and Wate1· iu Health .and Disease. By 
n~~~ &M . 

THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN LIFE. Graham. 6s . . 
THE COMBINED ILLUSTRATBD ANNUALS OF PHRENOLOGY , ND PHYS!-

. •OGNOMY, foi· 1865-6-7-8-9-70. 5s. ' " 
WEDLOCK, pr t he RighfRejations of tl10 Sexes, and Showing who may, and who' may 

not, Ilfarry. By S. K. \Velis. 6s. 
THE ERRORS OF THE BIBLE. Henry C .. W;right, 3s 6d. 
WAYS OF -LIFE. Weaver. 3s6d. 
HOPES AND HELPS FOR THE YOUNG. Weaver. 5s. 
INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, A:N:D PHYSICAL CULTURE, or the Philc lQphy of 'l'rue 

Living. By Professor F. G. Welch. 8s. 
FOWLER'S WORKS. Cheap Edition. Vol. I., 5s; Vol. II., 6s. 
THE SEERS OF THE AGES. By J.M. Peebles. Anew English Edition 5s. 
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY. By pr. Tral~. 5s. 
SIMPLE QUESTIONS AND SANITARY FACTS FOR '!.'HE PEOPLt . 1 s. 
VITAL FORCE: How W :i.ste(l and bow Preserved. By E. P. Miller , Nnw York. 2s. 
HOW TO BATIIE AFA!VIILY-GuidetoHydropathy. ByE. J:'.. Miller, i ewYork. ls. 
IMPORTAN'l' TRUTHS, a Book for ever;y.Child. By Mrs. E. P. Miller. 6d. 

·u I• 

J . BURNS, 15 SOUTHru11PTON Row, LONJJON, w.c. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
CLAIRVOYANT TRAVELS IN HADES." The Revelations of a Seer "e$pec"lling the 

Phantom Ships. By A. Gardne'r. 3d. 
THE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. A Manuel. By A. J , Davis. No. 

J. of a_ Rep1·int of the American :'Nork. Price 2d. 
TWO LECTURES. l:ly Edward N. Dennys, :Author of "Alpha." tro England's 

·working Population on their Oppressors' Oppressions, and How to Avoid Them. 
In neat wrapper, 4d. Cheap Edition, 2d. 

THREE LECTURES. By Edward N. Dennys, Author of "Alpha;" o , t he Religion 
of Life, as Exemplified by the !\Ian Jesus Christ. On fine paper, ieat wrapPer. 
Pl'ice 3dperNumber. No. 1 contains-" Truth;" "What is Evil " "Charity." 
No. 2 contains-"Poverty: its Evils and Mission ;" "The Divinity t j1:J,t D.wells in 
l\fan ;" The Church of the Ft\tm:e." These Lectures form admir ble '"Sundo.y 
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THE SYMBOLISM OF NATURE.-( Continiwd.) 
By J . W . J ACKSON, F.A.S.L., 

Author of "Ethnology and Phrenology, as an Aid to the Historian," 
" Ecstatics of Genius,,, &c. , &c., &c. 

WE have already, in the foregoing paper, endeavoured to define 
of what a Vertebrate, as such, is the symbol, in relation to the 
advancing unity of creation. But this type has yet other rela
tionships, of which its power and functions, could we read them 
aright, are doubtless adequately significant. Its especial char
acteristic, as the structure of a sentient organism, is the marked 
development and centralisation of the nervous system, implying 
as its accompanimen~ and result, a proportionate .specialisation 
throughout many, if not all the sul1ordinate parts of the organ
ism. This centralisation is more especially manifest in the 
brain, though it is also distinctly observable in the spinal cord 
itself, which has so largely superseded the ganglionic arrange
ments characteristic of the Articulata. In truth the symmetrical 
type of sentient being, based on the principle of transverse 
polarity, implying two corresponding sides, does not attain to 
effective unity either longitudinally or transversely, till we reach 
the Vertebrates. And even here the unity as implying centrali
sation, and its accompaniment, specialisation, is only compara
tive, more especially in the lower classes, as may be observed by 
comparing a fish with a man. 

Now what is the nervous system of a Vertebrate, more .espe
cially in the huma:n type, wherein alone it has attained to 
anything like the completeness requisite for an effective reali
sation of the fundamental idea on which it is obviously based? 
And we reply, a solar plant, with its large bulbous root turned 
sunwards, and its branches and blossoms earthwards, or rather 

Vol. IV. 26 
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speaking from the solar standpoint, spacewards. Let us remem
ber that the relationship of the nervous systeJi is to the 
imponderables, for whose circulation in the form f vital force, 
it exists. This return to a vegetal form in the hi9hest portion 
of an animal organism need not surprise us. i t is only an 
instance of that law of cycle and epicycle, whereqf all nature, 
and, we may add, history, is but an extended exemplification. 
Something similar is also seen ·in the internal structure of the 
cerebellum. Moreover, this vegetal corresponden y is not con
fined to the nervous system. What, for example, is the arterial 
and venous circulation, but that of the sap in a plant, and this 
too through structural arrangements, having a mos l. suspiciously 
treelike appearance. Let us here again remember that an animal 
is, in a certain sense, but a locomotive vegetable ndowecl with 
sensation. This solar relationship of the nervous system will be 
found to have important bearings in a more advanced stage of 
these speculations, but of this hereafter. 

As the animate scale is so much higher than tl e inanimate, 
though still organic, that is, the vegetable kingd :i, which we 
have been just surveying, we may reasonably con• lude that its 
symbolism will be of grander import and profounde significance. 
If divine or architypal ideas are at all reflected lit plants, they 
will assuredly be yet more distinctly embodied in a ·mals, while 
attaining to their highest emblematic expression in man. Every 
kingdom in nature is constituted of a series of hier<fglyphics, the 
full interpretation of which, as absolutely divine characters, is 
.doubtless beyond not only the capacity of the humt n mind, but 
that of any finite intelligence, the entire signifi .;ance of his 
work, being . known only to the great artist a1 d universal 
.architect. It will; therefore, be readily understood that there is 
no pretence here to teach with authority. More esp-.cially in this 
_J?aper on symbolism, there is not even an attempti at scientific 
;precision; the utmost we can hope for being to prov ccasionally 
.suggestive, and this too under liability to correctio in reference 
both to the minute accuracy of our data, and the conclusions 
legitimately deducible from the indications which t hey afford. 

We have in previous papers spoken of the bip< lar arrange
ment of being into positives and negatives, beginn· cg with God 
.and nature; now this is the relation existing betweeu the nervous 
.and the muscular systems, the former acting on the latter. It is 
this positive character which renders the nervous system so largely 
the determining element of form and function. And thus again 
it is that man is the only approximately perfected instance of a 
Vertebrate type, because in him alone the nervou. system has 
attained to something like centralisation. We have already 
spoken of the involution characteristic of an animal organism, 
as a speciality contradistinguished from the externality of vegetal 
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structure and function. Now this involution attains to its 
maximum in man where the convolutions of t1rn cerebral hemi
spheres indicate the advanced interiority, that is, in metaphysical 
language, subjectivity, of his mental life. Of the profounder 
symbolism of the human as contradistinguished from the brute 
form however, we purpose speaking hereafter, when in the clue 
sequence of our subject, we come to contrast the oviparous with 
the viviparous, and: the instinctive with the rational plane of 
sentient being. 

The senses are simply sensation in the abstract, specialised 
and so intensified, in certain portions of the system, for the 
more effective performance of the function of perception. Touch, 
taste, smell, hearing, and sight, indicate successive gradations of 
susceptibility to external impressions, beginning with the tan
gible and ponderable, and ending with the aerial and imponder
able. It has been said, and with some degree of truth, that the 
four last are simply modifications of the first, which is perception 
in its most nearly rudimentary and, therefore, in its most widely 
diffused form. The primary fnnction of touch is obviously to 
give u·s cognition of impact. rt · has all the externality and 
generality of the vegetable kingdom, where a tree is covered 
with respiring leaves as man is covered with a percipient skin, 
or rather with the papillae immediately beneath it. Touch, then, 
is perception not yet specialised, and so we share it in common 
with the zoophyte. It is at the dawn of sensation. We could 
not conceive of anything lower in the way of perception. It 
implies mechanical contact, and may be defined as our most 
direct and immediate means of communication with the material 
world. It is therefore very properly diffused over the whole 
body, as if to imply that it is, as nearly as possible, a merely 
corporeal attribute. ·while the remaining and more specialised 
senses, it may be observed, are all placed in the head, in close 
proximity to the brain, implying their nearer relationship to 
mind. 

It is obvious from its position that taste is the lowest of these 
remaining senses. It is towards the bottom of the face and at 
the farthest remove from the brain, and takes cognizance of tho 
more material qualities of food, by direct contact. Nevertheless 
even here there is gradation, coarser natures seeking gratification 
from quantity, while the finer prefer quality and savour. Strictiy 
speaking, perhaps, taste may be defined as alimentary percep
tion. Smell, which takes cognizance of emanations, is higher 
in position and finer in function than taste. · Its prim.~iry duty 
is obviously supralimentary, that is, it is appointed to test the 
suitability of food prior to its being tasted, and, in, this form., is 
posse~sed in much greater keenness by many animals than by 
man. It can transcend this, however, and through the delicate 
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perception of scents and odours, administer to the < ratification of 
something in our n,ature, higher than the grossly sensual plane 
of being. And here a vast vista of possibility op,ms before us. 
If through taste we can perceive savours, and thrcn:igh smell we 
can enjoy odours, and if through hearing we c:.n appreciate 
music, and through sight obtain a revelation of t1Qe beautiful, 
who shall say what yet further translations of sen uous percep
tion may await us on the excelsior path of the uture, as we 
advance from plane to plane in the ascending scale of everpro
gressive being? 

Through hearing we are placed in direct sensuous connection 
with our aerial environment; by it we perceive if we cannot 
count the undulations of the atmosphere. Its primal function, as 
might be known by its proximity to the love of life, secretive
ness, and yet more remotely, cautiousness, is sell'-pi:eservation 
from physical injury through the rude impact of extraneous 
forces and foreign bodies. Hence its lateral positii:1u, qualifying 
it for the direct and immediate perception of any intimation of 
approaching danger, from whatever quarter it may impend. Its 
~rnxt function is doubtless, to assist beasts of 11rey in their 
attacks, hence its proximity to combativeness, de.3tructiveness, 
and alimentiveness. With hearing we must associn.te voice, the 
gift of song and the power of appreciating and pro ucing music. 
This is a deep subject on ·which the zoologist and i ietaphysician 
have yet scarcely broken ground. What rnlation have discord 
and harmony to our interior being? And why is the voice, 
whether of the man or the animal, so profoundly indicative of 
character? From the spiritual standpoint, what are flavours, 
odours, sounds, and sights ? Is there any rer l connection 
between bitterness and sorrow, stinks and rnor2 l corruption, 
discord and conflict, ugliness and sin? Are we yet sufficiently 
masters of the symbolism of nature to interpret these things or 
their opposites? 

Through sight alone ·we attain to the true level of direct 
nervous perception, our medium here being an imponderable. 
In ordinary works on physiology, we are of course taught that 
this is the highest and most refined of all possi ile modes of 
perception, but as mesmerists we know that it . s inferior to 
clairvoyance, endowed with which the subject rise 3 superior to 
opacity and distance. Independently inde13d of direct experi
ment, we might conclude from the fact that vision uses light as 
its medium, that it is not the most sul)tle and I enetrating of 
all possible modes of perception, for only a few bo lies are dia
phanous, whereas all are permeable by magnetis 1. Sight is 
unavailing in absolute darkness, where, nevertheles. , gravitation 
acts with the same force as in the brightest sunshine. In truth 
sight is comparatively superficial. It only takes cognition of 
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surfaces and externals. Hence we share it in common with 
animals, in whom reflection, imagination, and a sense of moral 
responsibility, are at the most germal, if indeed strictly speaking, 
they can be said to even remotely share in such exalted attri ~ 
butes. Perception to be on a level with these higher endow
ments must consist not only of sight but insight, our perceptions 
being thus co-ordinated with our intuitions. 

The position of the eyes at the top of the face, and in close 
juxtaposition with the perceptive faculties, and through these 
with the intellectual powers generally, is adequate indication of 
the superiority of sight to any of the other senses. It is doubtful 
if we have yet fully appreciated the diversity of its range, even 
in our own species. It is commonly understood that mankind 
may be divided into those who are blind and those who can see. 
But this is a mistake, as there is an additional division, suscep
tible of manifold subdivisions, into those who see well and 
those who see imperfectly-the latter embracing by far the 
larger moiety of rational creatures. It is doubtful, however, 
whether any one but a phrenologist, or shall we say, to use a 
less exceptionable term, cerebral physiologist, can fully appre
ciate the force of this remark. In relation to all qualities, the 
eye only sees what it brings with it the power to see. Ask a • 
sculptor how many people have an eye for form, or a painter 
how many appreciate harmony of colouring, and yet how blurred 
and inchoate must be the retlection of the universe on a soul
mirror, whose possessor is devoid of either of these forms of per
ception in something Wrn artistic force. But are not similar 
remarks applicable to. size, order, and number? Ask any man of 
science what proportion of ordinary people are correct and trust
worthy observers of a fact in nature. And why do we reta:in 
the cumbrous and complex apparatus of our law courts ? Is it 
not principally to sift and test the evidence of common witnesses, 
presumably honest, but in most cases incompetent to give a clear 
and connected narrative of what they have seen and heard. 
What, indeed, is the especially distinctive characteristic of 
Shakespeare as a dramatist? Is it not his ability to accurately 
reflect the manysided humanity by which we are all surrounded, 
but which few of us see with sufficient precision, to reproduce 
in a form, on which the ages may be willing to set .their seal? 
And why are such harmonious soul-mirrors so rare? And we 
reply, because few men are so constituted as to see the moral 
and physical universe correctly, or reflect it truthfully. 

The lateral position of the eyes in animals, and their anterior 
position in man, are·facts not without significance to the student 
of analogy. The former indicates that sight, like hearing, is 
principally devoted to immediate self-preservation, while the 
latter shows its especial subserviencyto the purposes .of intellectual 
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perception. Considering the great distance at which it can give 
us cognition of objects, as in the case of the stellar bodies of 
cosmic space, this latter is probably its true funotion, that to 
which it pointed from the beginning. If so, thei sight in its 
higher and grander applications, is an especially human attribute, 
though we would rather regard it as initial lucidity, the dawn 
and the promise of that insight which can attach, in all its force 
and fulness, only to the radiant man of the futur , whose per
ceptions will thus bear clne proportion to his inspirations. 

We are thus brought to the disputed subject of Phrenology, 
into the controversy respecting whose truth or fallacy we cannot, 
from the nature of this paper, enter here, and shall therefore in 
the few remarks, for which alone we have space assume not 
only the truthfulness of its principles but the ac uracy of its 
details. If there be a divine symbolism anywhere manifest in 
the forms and processes of nature, we may be sure it cannot fail 
to be emphasised in the cerebral structure of nian, through 
which the highest known phenomena, those of consciousness, are 
apparently developed. I t is quite prnper that the animal 
passions and impulses of our nature, which we shar1 in common 
with brutes and even reptiles, should have their seat in the 
l)asis of the brain, and so in juxtaposition with th body. The 
lowest in character of all our functions, their place is eminently 
indicative of their grade. And what a fine suitabili ty do we see 
in the love of life being surrounded more immediately by the 
combativeness which is to defend it, the destructiveness which 
is to carry out that defence, if necessary, to the E·. rtinction of 
another organism, and by the alimentiv(\ness, '\vl.ich in due 
efficiency, provides for the growth or repair of the corporeal· 
structure. In a sense, the affections are the passions translated, 
and it is therefore quite suitable that in the structrral arrange
ment of the cerebral organs, they should rest upon them. It is 
not without significance that the passions and affections are 
situated posteriorly, and the intellectual faculties a teriorly, for 
.before and behind, front and back have their meaning in nature 
as well as ill society. And with what beautiful p ·opriety are 
the perceptive faculties arranged immediately arou d the eye, 
through which, by the function of vision, we obtain 0ognition of 
so many of the properties or mther appearances of lllatter. And 
is the:re not a .certain fitness and propriety in the re.fl.ective being 
super-imposed on the perceptive faculties, the spher of thought 
thus dominating that of fact, and principles being e1 throned on 
phenomena ? Nor is it without significance that tLe organs of 
locality ancl time separate the inferior from the supe1 ior province 
o{ intelligence, thus of necessity .compelling us to th nk of every 
event as having occurred at some period, and of e ch thing as 
existing in a certain place. 
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There is no more suggestive fact in the entire structure of 
man than the coronal position of the moral sentiments. How 
strikingly indicative of their rightful supremacy over the im
pulses, the sympathies, and the intellect. They occupy the 
throne, and were obviously intended to rule from the beginning. 
Neither is it without meaning that conscientiousness sits as 
chief councillor on the right and the left of the regal will, as if 
it were provided that our decisions should be submitted to 
the dictates of integrity, prior to their execution. While the 
centrality of veneration, with all the nobler attributes of our 
being encircling it, like satellites around a primary, is adequate 
evidence of its importance, and a sufficient proof, were any 
wanted, of the inherent grandeur and sublimity of its function. 
We know that faith is higher than hope, and the organ of the 
first is central, while that of the last is comparatively lateral. 
And we are told that charity is greater than eitheT, and it 
accoTdingly occupies an anterior position. 

Not without design was icleality, with wonder above and 
sublimity behind it, placed in the position of wings to the 
intellect, lifting it from the practicalities and utilities of orclinaTy 
life into the grandeur and glory, the beauty and spiTituality of a 
higher and freer, a more refined and harmonious sphere of being. 
Is it any wonder that we find time and tune in such a neigh
bourhood? What but music could result from such a combina
tion, if only in sufficient strength to dominate the harsher 
elements manifested through some of the other organs. We, as 
yet, know nothing of what awaits humanity in this direction. 
Already there are women whose conversation is an ever-varied 
flow of sweetest harmony, q,nd whose every movement is but a 
fresh manifestation of grace and beauty. "\Ve now speak of the 
poet and the orator as exceptional, not merely as to the force 
and originality, but the form of their utterances. But why 
should not the voice of man, like that of the lark and the night
ingale, grow up spontaneously into music, as by a law of nature? 
It must do so eventually, and of this the organs just alluded to 
are a promise and a preparation. It is the same with construc
tiveness, which mechanical in its roots is artistic in its blossom. 
It shapes the tomahawk and erects the wigwam of the savage, 
while it carves the statue of the sculptor and designs the temple 
of the architect. But· to do this it must be winged with 
ideality, and so borne sunwards to the clear empyrean of 
creative thought and imagination, where the seervision of 
genius beholds the architypal forms of everlasting beauty in
stinct with the life and radiant with the glory of their divine 
author. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF RE-INCARNATION.* 
No. XI. 

WE have s-een that there are, in Nature, neither immobility, 
gaps, nor sudden leaps; that not only is everything moving and 
changing, but that each phase of existence grows out of that 
which has preceded it, and leads to that which succeeds it. We 
have seen-the results of Positive Science confirming the state
ments of our spirit-friends-that all the constituent ·· of material 
substances exist, throughout Infinity, under the form of a Fluid 
too attenuated for perception by human senses; a1 d that what 
we call Matter is only a solidificationt of one of the elements of 

• The ancient Brahmins (previous to the irruption of Boudh ism into their 
original creed), Pythagoras, their submissive disciple, and the D uids of a still 
later period, :i.11 taught that individual progress is only to be ac'iieved through 
successive existences ; but the smmises of all those schools, lackin the guidance, 
correction, and support of the scientific cliscove1'ies of modern clay~; and therefore 
necessarily fantastic and false in detail, were still fa1ther vitiated 11y the radically 
erroneous notion that the souls of the wicked were made, after dHath, to go into 
the bodies of worms, insects, birds, and animals, as the punishment of wrnng
<loing. 

That t he earliest speculations of the human mind should have pl · i ted, however 
vaguely, to a community of origin and destiny for the various race. of beings that 
people the planet is a most interesting and suggestive fact, and consti tutes, in 
itself, a strong presumption in favour of there being, in the nature of things, some 
basis of reality for that idea; although the forms under which it ha been formerly 
put forth necessarily reflected the general ignorance of the epochs in which they 
arose. Rut the t heory of Derivation and Development, which is lieing set fo1th 
in these papers, not only gives what no other theory has ever given, viz., a general 
explanation of the Universe that is at once rational, coherent, co solatory, emi
n r,ntly moralising and humanising in its t endency, covering all the phenomena of 
life, explaining all the fact s of history, and in close conformity with t he discoveries 
-0f Science, but also demonstrates the absolute impossibility of the r s~umption, by 
an individualised soul, of any of the forms of the pre-personal stt.aes of psychic 
elahoration, by showing the nature, both of the process through w hi ell the psychic 
element is elaborate<l from its oriainal state of vapourous diffusi01J up to indivi
dualised personality, and also of the process by which, through a voluntary return 
towards the psychic of the statu,s animal degree, it incurs the pena~ty of incarna
tion in the material bodies of the human races of planets, as the n earest approach 
to animality which is possible in the case of a fully-formed spirit, cqnstituted into 
an incli viduality by the formation of its permanent perisprit. Thi theory, there
fore, is no more a rr.ilex or resurrection of those infantile hypothese · t han modern 
Chemistry is a reflex or resurrection of the dreams of the Alchemists, or than 
modern Astronomy is the reflex or resurrection of the extravagant 1 ti;sconceptions 
of Judicial Astronomy; although, iu each case, the intuitions and observations of 
.earlier ages :find their explanation, correction, and interpretation, in the wider 
and trne1· generalisations of the era of Positive Science (Physical aild Metaphysi
cal) on which we are entering. 

t The Committee appointed by the Academy of Sciences of Pa1<is to examine 
the results of the interesting researches of M. Tresca-regarding >Olids pressed 
thTough small apertures by a gigantic force, and by means of wh 1ch he proves 
that the particles of ice, metals, ancl other bodies, when iven through 
those apertures, obey the same laws as obtain in the case of li itnids issuing 
th1·oue<h such holes-has recently published its affirmative Report on the latest 
paper~ of that gentleman conr.erning the operation of punching. In this· case, 
the pressure exercis~cl on the head of t he punc~, and transmitt~d by it ~o al~ the 
particles of the sohcl body, causes them to give way equally 111 a l d1rect10ns, 
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the Universal Fluid with which what was formerly regarded as 
"empty Space" is now admitted to be filled.* 

We have seen that every element and department of the 
Created Universe is intimately connected with, an_d dependent 
on, every other ; and that the various phases of material forma
tion and development are only the concomitants of the phases of 
self-development accomplished by the Spiritual (or Psychic) 
element of the Universe, in conjunction with the molecules of 
Matter, in the course of its Divinely-appointed elaboration, 
from the state of diffusion in which it originally exists in 
connection with the Dynamic and Material elements of each 
incandescent stellar nebula, up to the period at which-having 
achieved the work of its pre-personal elaboration 6f the various 
affectional, intellectual, and effective elements of personality, 
through its formation of the bodies of the mineral, vegetable, and 
animal reigns of the planet in which it has thus been educated 
up to the threshold of individualisation-it is constituted into 
educable personalities by the formation of the permanent soul
envelope, or perisprit, that constitutes the individuality of each 
fully-formed sp:iJ:it. 

We have seen that the antithesis of Right and Wrong-"'ith 
its correspondential results of Good and Evil-is necessarily 
inherent in the constitution of things; and that (it being im
possible for the Divine Being to create other Gods) each indivi
dualized spirit, in order that it may become a homogeneous 
element of the self-sufficing Universe of Order and Happiness 
of which it is destined to be an integral portion, is subjected, 
through the unfettered action of its free-will, to the dangerous, 
but necessary, struggle between the Reason and Conscience 
which are the apanage of its personality, and the selfish ten
dencies which are the result of the pre-personal elaboration of 
the Psychic Substance (of which its Soul is composed) in the 
moulds of the lower reigns; and we have also seen that, while 
the voluntary following of the dictates of Reason and Conscience, 
by the individualised spirit, enables it to progress to the true 
Soul-life of the Sidereal Degree without in.curring the necessity 
(or acquiring the possibility) of incorporation in a fleshly body
in other words, of being hiinianisecl- the voluntary declension of 
the individualised sp:iJ:it towards the selfishness which constituted 
the necessary motor of the Psychic element in the pre-personal 

exactly as the particles of a liquid behave under analogous conditions. Again, if 
a solid block, say of meta.I, be encased in a ring offering insuperable resistance to 
its extension, and a punch be then applied to its upper smface, the impact will 
cause all the particles of the block to move as would those of a liquid, viz., in a 
vertical direction, their movement in a lateral direction being rendered impossible 
by the resistance of the ring. 

• Viele opinions of leading Astronomers oµ this subject, in Human Natwre of 
February, 1870, p. 63. 
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phases of its elaboration (but which should now give place to 
the higher direction of Reason and Conscience) produces, through 
the materialisation of its perisprit, a correspondenhal modifica
tion of its corporeality which brings it down- to the nearest 
approach to animality th:i,t is possible in the cas of a fully·· 
formed ancl individualised spirit, viz., the accretion of ,a body of 
flesh, produced by the correspondential substitution, in place of 
the fluidic particles of its normal outer form, of p1irticles of a 
heavier and more compact nature, and of a greater ot' less degree 
of grossness corresponding to the degree of its latent Psychic 
impurity. For the three constituent elements of D rived Exist
ence-viz., Spirit, Force, Matter-being co-existent, and therefore 
co-extensive with, and co-relative to, each other, every possible 
state of the Spirit-element has its correspondent in the action of 
the Force-element, and in the qualities of the Material-element. 
In other words, every state of the Spirit-element spontaneously 
and necessarily determines the corresponding action cf the Force
element which produces the material body and condttfons which 
are its correspondents in the sphere of objective extc rnalisation; 
and therefore it is idle to appeal even to the Divine Pcwer to make 
us happy otherwise than through· our own bringing of ourselves 
into the mental and moral conditions which, in v 'tue of the 
Creative ordinations of that Power, are the sol~ factors of 
happiness. 

We have now to examine the nature of the pl rifying and 
regenerative action exercised by Matter in its compact state 
upon spirits .incarnated in fleshly bodies, the bringil1g of which 
action to bear upon them-as Providential punishme t is always 
remedial-is the beneficent aim of this subjectiou of spirits, 
self-exiled from the happy spheres of fluidic edum tion, to the 
toilsome and painful discipline of humanized existen~e . But, in 
order to understand the nature of this action, it is absolutely 
necessary to endeavour to ascertain something of tli~ nature of 
the corporific process by which, in virtue of the I'rovidential 
ordinations for rendering the mechanism of the Universe self
sufficing, each soul is made to furnish itself with the outer 
envelopes which constitute at once its visible pers< nality, and 
its instrument of relation with the other personalities and objects 
of the Universe. 

The Universal Fluid, matrix and generator of the Universe of 
Derivation,* though declared to constitute the thitd term, or 
element, of the Divine Existence (Intelligence, Thoe ght, Fluid), 
is not GoD, but, being the concretion of the efflux of the Divine 
Thought, is related to the Divine Being as a man's thought is 
related to the man himself; i.e., as the immediate, neatest product 

* Yide H?tntan Nature for March, 1870, No. Y. of these p .pers. 
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of the man's self-hood, but which, nevertheless, is not the man's 
essential self. The inscrutable, unimaginable DIVINE :ESSENCE, 
whose Self-existence is as necessarily implied in the phenomena 
of the Universe as are the hand and mind of the Writer in the 
existence of Writing, being the Sole Reality, Sole Substance, 
Sole Life, from which all other modes of existence are only 
dependent derivations, it follows that, as Ma,n's self-hood is only 
a product of that Sole Reality, with no original or intrinsic reality 
of its own, so his thought can only be -a mental image or picture 
of the thing it represents. But the Di vine Intelligence being 
Existence in its essential Self-hood, TTs Thoughts are Realities, 
and contain in Themselves the elements of the illimitable varieties 
and possibilities of all the orders of Derived Existence-Spirit
ual, "Dynamic, Material-which will be progressively evolved 
from those elements according to_ the laws which, in virtue of 
the origin of those elements, are inherent in their nature. Con
sequently, the Universe of Derivation, though possessing no 
original or intrinsic Reality of its own, is none the less real, 
because, as a derivative of the necessarily-productive movement 
of the Creative Reality, it shares, in virtue of its Source, the 
Reality of that Source. 

The Universal Fluid, therefore, as the immediate product of 
the Creative Thought, contains the entire sum of Created 
Existence (as constituted by the Creative Conception) in the 
three distinct, but intimately-conneeted elements of that Ex
istence, as Spirit, Force, and Matter; neither of which can 
live its life except in connection with the others. The Spiritual 
(or Psychic) element, in its two modes as Affection and Intelli
gence, is the ruling and determining power which controls the 
formation and shaping of material bodies, and is the Soul of 
which all bodies are the material clothing ancl manifestation. 
The Material element, in its two stat_es (as Fluiclic or Compact) 
is the body of which the Psychic element, in its generality as in 
its incliviclualisations, is the Soul. The Dynamic (or Magnetic) 
element, declared to partake of the nature of the two other 
elements, is the sole and necessary link, and agent of relation, 
between Spirit ancl Matter, is everywhere present throughout the 
immensity of Space, ancl acts by vibrations which determine, 
according to the various ID.odes ancl conditions of their action, 
the various classes of phenomena which we speak of as Magnet
ism, Electricity, Caloric, Light, Sound, .Attraction, Cohesion, 
Vitality, Thought, &c. These three elements of Derived Exist
ence are eternally, necessarily, and -inseparably united, and their 
possibilities, as previously stated, are co-extensive, and corres
pond exactly, with each other. In 0ther words:-any given 
state, or movement, of the Psychic or s-oul-element, determines 
a corresponding vibration of the Dynamic or Force-element with 
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which it is always and everywhere in union; and t iis vibration 
of the Force-element, instantaneously transmitted to the particles 
of Matter in which the Force-element is always and everywhere 
present, determines a corresponding grouping or " paration of 
those particles. Thus, although Soul and Body, Spi1'it and Mat
ter, are never blended, are never in .contact, they are always in 
intimate t:onnection with each other, through thew inseparable 
dynamic intermediary; the various states (or movements) of the 
Soul-element determining, through the agency of the correspond
ing ·magnet!c vibrations, the production or dissolution of the 
various forms and resulting qualities of material l1odies which 
correspond to those states, and the bodies thus form J<!l re-acting, 
through the same dynamic intermediary, upon the ._'oul-element 
whose impulsions determined the dynamic vibrat·ons that, in 
their turn, determined the various modes of juxtaposition of 
their constituent atoms to which the various forms a d qualities 
of those bodies are due. That the vibrations of the l )ynamic (or 
Magnetic) element, which are the cause of the phe omeuon of 
Light,* are also the source of Form tis shown, as l'emarked in 
the preceding paper, by the symmetrical groupings of grains of 
sand and other minute bodies, when submitted to tl te vibratory 
action of Light, Sound, or other modifications of tha1 ubiquitous 
element, whose agency in the formation of bodies • s becoming 
comprehensible for us since we have begun to see what the subtle, 
irresistible, all-penetrative electric current can do in the way of 

• It is well known that, when t wo plates of glass, coated with ·a.rnish on one 
side only, are placed with their tmvarnished sides at a small dist Ince from each 
other, while their coated sides are connected with the poles of , Ruhmkorff's 
machine, light appears between tli,e plates. 

t Professor Von Bezold, in a paper recently communicatecl l ' him to the 
Academy of Sciences of Mtmich, gives an accotmt of cert ain exp1 riments lately 
made by him with a view to ascertaining whether the light-developing action of 
such an incluctive discharge as that alluded to in the preceding, note could be 
rendered visible by the production, in a fine powder, such as the sood of Lycopo
clium, of the figures which have been so frequently obtained under other circum
stances; as when Chlaclni obtained vibration-figures by clra,ving a fiddle-stick 
along the edge of a glass plate on which saw-dust was strewn. TC! this end he 
placed two glass plates one above the other; their coatings of varnish, which were 
circular, being face to face. Lycopodium seed was sprinkled on 1 e lower one; 
ancl the two plates were separated by bits of glass. The lower la n,ina was now 
connected with the positive pole of the induction-coil, and the uppc ,. one with the 
negative pole; the machine being worked by a single element. At the encl of 
about a minute, a part of the seed was found to have been projectecl on to the 
upper plate, in the form of small circles, some of which hacl a lit t f e h eap in the 
centre; the rest of the plate being perfectly free from seed. The s• eel remaining 
on the lower plate had also become grouped in circles dotted wit t little stars. 
Arouncl the edge of the coatings was a rill" free from seed, enclose• [ in a ring of 
seed thinning off inwardly. A reversal of the poles produced a ~orresponding 
change in the effects produced. When the clistance between the t o plates was 
increased, the circles increased in diameter, as they also did when t it strength of 
the battery was increased, the figures then spreading out so as fo overlap one 
another; the clistinctness and beauty of th e figures being dependent on the regu
lation of the induction cunent. 
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disintegrating, transporting, and grouping anew, the molecules 
of the metal submitted to its vibrations, whether in the seemingly
spontaneous action of the thunder-bolt, or, as directed by human 
skill, in electro-plating, &c. Not only is the transporting and 
grouping power of. the Dynamic element being more and more 
conclusively demonstrated, every day, by the results of physical 
investigation,* but the course of modern experiment is mpidly 
leading the scientific world to the recognition of the existence of a 
greater or less degree of attraction in all bodies, and of the action of 
electricity in the production of all vital phenomena; while the fact 
that the rousing in our consciousness of the perceptiou of colours, 
odours, flavours, and all the other so-called "properties of bodies," 
is simply the result of the vibrations which those "bodies" have 
the power of causing our nerves to perform or to perceive, is now 
so folly admitted that we begin to see the pos:;;ibility of estab
lishing, for the convenience and certainty of definition, compari
son, measurement, &c., formulas of vibration that shall furnish, 
for the entire globe, and in regard to all our other perceptions, 
a standard as sure and unvarying as that which has now been 
arrived at, in regard to the mode of Dynamic vibration that we 
call "Sound," by the adoption, as the standard for determining 
"concert-pitch," of a tuning-fork making a definite numbert of 
vibrations per second.+ We see, therefore, that Pythagoras, 

• In a communication recently addi·essed to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, 
M. Prillieux gives the results of his examination of the behaviour of chlorophyllum 
(the green colouring matter of plants, which is contained in cells of the shape of 
grains) when subjected to the action of Light. Boehm, a German naturalist, 
announced, many years ago, that he hacl seen these grains, in the Crassitlacere, 
collect in the centre of each cell, under the direct influence of the solar rays. The 
announcement remained unheeded until a J.inssian botanist, Famintzin, remarked 
a decided mobility in the grains contained in the cells of the leaves of a moss of 
the llfm:wm genus, when exposed to the sunlight; and his countryman, Boradine, 
confirmed the statement in regard to other plants. Received with incredulity, 
these observations were not repeated in France, until M. Prillieux took up the 
matter, with a view to settling the question, by experimenting on the kind of 
moss called F1tna1ia hygrometrir,a, which is peculiarly adapted for the 1mrpose, 
the leaves being formed of only a single stratum of cells. A whole pfant, roots 
and all, was placed on the object-plate of the microscope, and a leaf was then 
examined by transparency, a method which allowed the cells, and the modifica
tions going on in them, to be conveniently watched, the grains of chlorophyllum 
being easily distinguishable. He found that, when the plant has been kept for 
a few days in the dark, its leaves present the appearance of a green network, be
tween the ret iculations of which there is a clear, transpm·ent ground, all the 
grains of chlorophyllum lying against the portions which separate one cell from 
another, so that there are none on what may be called the roof and the floor of 
the cells . Rut, under the influence of daylight, or of the rays reflected by the 
mirror of the iustrnment, the grains are soon seen to leave the partitions, and 
slide along to the roofs and floors, where they accumulate. At night, or on the 
withdrawal of the light, they return to their old positions. 

t This "N ormnl Diapason," for determining the pitch of the la of the treble 
staff, is now fixed at 860 vibrations per Becond. 

::: ",How absurd it is," exclaimed a witty French savant, the other day, "that, 
if I want some cloth of a particular shade of red, or· ulue, or green, or any other 

.. 
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Plato, J amblichus, and the other lights of ancient thought, in 
declaring that "Numbers rule the world," only asserted a truth 
which the progress of scientific discovery was <lest' ed to estab
lish; and we also see that, for the advanced intelligences 
entrusted by the Creator with the conduct of the Cosmic work 
of the Universe, the formation and qualitation of bodies, with 
all ·their illimitable variety of attributes, may be reducible to 
mathematical formulas: so that, when they compare notes, or 
issue directions, in regard to the production, or classification, of 
the various objects of the mineral, vegetable, animhl, and homi
nal reigns of the planet whose development they superintend, 
they may only have to indicate the number and mode of the 
magnetic vibrations through whose agency the Ps chic element 
accomplishes the accretion of those various forms-correspond
ents of its various states-which it assumes and animates in the 
successive phases of its elaboration. 

All organised bodies, we are assured by the highEr" minds with 
whom we are beginning to enter into communica1 ion, are thus 
formed, maintained, qualitated, and vitalised throu rh the mag
netic action brought to bear, on the material atoms cf which they 
are composed, by their animating soul; while all 1 he inorganic 
substances of the planet-already shown* to be so any corpses 
successively abandoned by the Psychic element in tTue course of 
its initial elaboration-owe their formation to the s me magnet
ically-agglomerative action of that element, at some period of its 
pre~personal career. 

But before proceeding to consider the little we yet know, from 
Spirit-sources, of the formation of living bodies, we must briefly 
revert to the nature of the sentient beings of the 1 niverse, and 
pass in review the various spheres of intelligent 1 e in which 
the various phases of the elaboration and education of the 
Psychic (or Spiritual) element are stated to be accofn;tplished, as 
an indispensable preliminary to our examination ot the specific 
nature of the service which is rendered to the Psychic element 
by the reactions exercised upon it by Matter in the compact 
state in which it exists in the lower order of planet,:u:y worlds. 

The nature of the sentient beings of the UniversE~ destined to 
become the images, in the sphere of the Finite, of the triplicity of 

colour, I should be obliged to send a pattern of that shade to the weaver! For I 
ought only to have to write and say, 'Send 1ne so many meters of doth oj so many 
vibrations per second,' to be sure of. obtaining, with mathematical exactness, and 
whether I sent my order to Lyons, to London, or to Pekin, the identical shade 
of colom that I have in my mind. This world will never be wort.i living in, for 
reasonable creatures," he con tinned, "until we have ~ot beyond om present rouncl
about and inexact methods of conveying ideas of obJects by patterns and desc1·ip
tions; and are able to call up the idea of each object, quickly alttl directly, by 
merely stating the number and mode of its vibrations!" 

"'Viele Hitman Nature for April 18i0, pp. 157, 158. 
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the Creator, (Intelligence, Thought, Fluid) in the sphere of the 
Infinite, is declared to be triple, and to consist, as we have seen, 
of 1st, a Soul; 2nd, a soul-envelope or Perisprit; 3rd, a corporeal 
externalisation or Body. The Soul is not a mere principle or 
abstraction, but is a real, substantial entity, immortal because 
immaterial, acting in two modes, as Affection and Thought; but, 
soul-substance being diffusive in its nature, it is dependent for 
its individuality on its immediate envelope, or perisprit, com
posed of another order of substance, equally incomprehensible 
by us in our present state of scientific attainment, being declared 
to be of the same nature as the Dynamic element of the Uni
verse, which, in its various modifications (as Magnetism, 
Electricity, Caloric, Vitality, and others not yet known to 
Science) is the immediate producer of all the vital, sensational, 
and mental phenomena, is, as we have seen, everywhere present, 
and acts by vibrations. It is this magneto-dynamic envelope, 
or perisprit, which circumscribes the naturally-diffusive Psychic 
Substance into a definite personality, or soul ; constitutes the 
temperament (or distinguishing idiosyncrasy) of each soul thus 
individualised; and is the intermediary and instrument by which 
each soul attracts to itself, and shapes to its own uses, the par.:. 
ticles of Matter (fluidic, or compact, as tlie case may be) which · 
compose the bodies it successively assumes in the course of its 
development, and by which it is furnished with the means of 
acting upon the other beings and objects of the world of relation, 
and of being acted upon by these in its turn. This soul-envelope, 
which is stated to partake both of the nature of Psychic Sub
stance and of that of Material Substance, becomes, from the 
period of its conjunction with the soul, so intimately united with 
it as to constitute thenceforth an integral part of it; never being 
thrown off, but being correspondentially modified by every change 
in the affectional and intellectual status of the soul it enshrines. 
The outer, corporeal form-which is attracted by, and clothes, 
the perisprit, as the perisprit is attracted by, and clothes, the 
soul, and which constitutes the soul's instrument of manifesta
tion and of relation with the external world-consists of the 
particles of compact or of fluidic Matter which the soul, through 
the magnetic action of its perisprit, attracts around the latter, 
and which it holds together, shapes, vitalises, and develops to its 
uses, through the vibratory action of that magneto-dynamic agent. 

The individuality of each soul is absolutely dependent on the 
circumscribing action of its perisprit, because soul-substance, 
existing originally in a state of diffusion analogous to that of a 
fluid or a gas, would necessarily continue, but for the limiting 
and circumscribing action of that dynamic-envelope, to expand 
and mingle with the general mass of the Psychic element of the 
Universe, and would thus remain for ever in a state of uncon-
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ciousness, in which the intellectual and moral possibilities 
inherent in · its nature would be simply latent, i.e., for all prac
tical purposes, non-existent; for those possibilities can only be 
developed and rendered effective by the joint-actio of the three 
necessary constituents of Derived Existences, viz.: • pirit, ]force, 
and Matter. The formation of individualised spiTi s out of the 
general mass of Psychic Substance would therefor seem to be, 
like the formation of suns and of planets out of the mass 'Of 
nebular Matter, a process of individualisation throuqh condensa
tion; this condensation not only giving a distinctivq personality 
to each portion of Psychic Substance thus separat d from the 
mass and condensed into ci soul, but also, through th 3 developing 
action of the condensing process (analogous to the aption of con
densation on nebular Matter), rousing, and renderiilg active, in 
each of the souls thus individualised, the various qualities, 
powers, and tendencies which had previously beeu only latent 
in its elements. 

If we consider the SpiTitual (or Psychic) essencE as existing, 
in connection ·with the forms of the mineral, ve3etable, and 
animal degrees, in states more or less analogous t 1 vapoUT, we 
see that the re-embodiment of any one of the vario1 s portions of 
that essence temporarily segregated in the forms of 1hose degrees 
is impossible, and that, conseq1tently, no one of tho8e segregated 
portions is capable of continuous, individual progt·ess, because 
the state of the spiritual element, in' those lower ~ eigns, is not 
definitive; and that it is therefore as impossible for any amount 
of culture to make a pebble anything but a pebb e, a cabbage 
anything but a cabbage, a beaver anything but a >eaver, as it 
would be for the human fcetus to be made to live md progress 
if its proper sequence of development were arrested d, the worm
stage, tadpole-stage, lizard-stage, or any other of t11e phases of 
fcetal efaboration-reflexes of the pre-personal phaf!es of spirit
elaboration-through which it passes on its road. tq the human 
form. Spirit-substance, in the life' of those degrees? not having 
yet attained to the psychic quality corresponding to the mole
cularity which is the condition of cohesion in materi; I-substance, 

·it is as impossible to educate it, otherwise than as ~1 mass, and 
through a general rousing of its latent faculties, as it would be 
to give enduring shape to wisps of mist or steam~ Could we 
compare the state of spirit-substance as it exists in the forms of 
the mineral · degree, in those of the vegetable def,ree, and in 
those of the animal degree, we should doubtless per :eive, in the 
latter, a marked advance towards the conditions of ils approach
ing individualisation. v.,r e should see that essenc e, when set 
free by the death of a vegetable form, coalescing all ost instan
taneously with the mass of Psychic-substance, from which a new 
segregation would be seen to operate, immediately, a new incor-
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poration in some slightly higher vegetable form; similar pro
cesses being repeated, throughout the mass, until it became able 
to operate the zoophytic links through which it will reach the 
animal degree. In the animal degree, we should see its tendency 
to cohesion still farther developed; the portions of Spirit-sub
stance, set free by the death of each animal form, retaining the 
shape and impress of that form for a longer period* than is 
possible to the portions set free by the death of a plant; but, 
the degree of cohesion which constitutes the animal grade of the 
Psychic essence being still too weak to be lasting, no ed?tcation 
is possible to it in that degree, beyond the acquiring (so to say, 
by rote) of certain fragmentary associations between acts and 
consequences, soon forgotten, and which-though constituting 
the gernis of all the mental and moral faculties of individualised 
Soul-are productive of nothing like the general development 
and modification of mind and character implied in that term as 
employed in relation to the human subject. It is only when a 
mass of Spirit-substance has undergone (through periods of dur
ation too long_ to be calculable by us) the innumerable processes 
of development and elaboration due to the reactions of the forms 
of the mineral, vegetable, and animal degrees, and has thus 
arrived at the spiritual quality, analogous to consistency, which 
gives it the possibility of attracting around itself the elements 
of a perisprit, that it at length becomes a dcfinp,d pe1·sonality, 
capable of individualised existence, and consequently susceptible 
of education, i.e., of individual development and progress, through 
the acquisition, retention, and comparison of abstract ideas. 

The process by which Psychic substance is gradually brought 
from the state of diffusion to that of personal individualisation 
may perhaps be roughly compared to that by which the confec
tioner brings his syrup, through repeated boilings, to the point 
at which it spontaneously separates into crystals; or we may 
figure to ourselves the state of that substance, when arrived at 
the stage of individualisation, as being so"mewhat like that of a 
portion of syrup that has acquired sufficient" consistency to sup
port the accretion upon itself of the firmer particles that will 
form its individualising envelope. This envelope,-which, as 
already stated, is declared to be of the same nature as . the 
Dynamic element of the Universe,-though impalpable, and far 
more subtle than any form of Matter, is nevertheless deme and, 
so to say, material, in comparison with the suhtlety of the sub
stance of the soul it enshrines, and to which it remains for ever 
attached, progressing with it through all the phases of its eternal 
development. As the earthly body constantly changes its par
ticles, renewing itself entirely, every month, so the soul, by an 

* Vide, in Human Nature for April, 1870, the foot-note on ·p. 160. 

Vql. IY. zr 
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1 analogous action, incessantly changes the quality of its perisprit. 
Every modification of its state, of its ideas, convict"ons, sympa
thies, affections, produces a corresponding modificn.tion of its 
Dynamic envelope, and thus of the attraction exercised by the 
latter on the oc-ean of fluids in which it lives ; and as those fluids 
are the immediate source of Material-substance, and as "like 
attracts like," the evil thoughts of a low and impure soUl deter
mine perispritic vibrations that attract the grosser, denser, and 
more materialised particles of those fluids which correspond to 
that impurity, and which render the perispritic body of such a 
soul as obstacular to the higher spiritual essences a would be a 
granite wall to . us; while, on the contrary, the progressive 
enlightenment and purification of the soul, determ· ing corres
ponding modifications of its perispritic vibrations, ttract to its 
fiuidic body particles of a proportionally lighter and purer nature, 
which, taking the place of the grosser ones, are agai displaced, 
and replaced by still finer and finer particles, as the spirit pro
gresses in knowledge and in purity. The fluidic b dies of the 
lowest of the disincarnate spirits of which we kn anything 
are almost as dense and gross as the mat erial bo lies they so 
dosely resemble; the highest are as impalpable, i1 corruptible, 
luminous, and rapid in transit, as the electricity to vihich their 
nature is so closely allied. 

Paris, Aug. 7, 1870. ANNA B .\.CKWELL. 

THE MYTHS OF ANTIQUITY-SACRED AND :PROFANE. 
By J. W. JACKSON, F.A.S.L., 

Author of " Ethnology and Phrenology as an Aid to the His orian," 
"Ecstatics of Genius," &c., &c., &c. 

BALDER THE BEAUTIFUL. 
BEAUTY AS VESTURE AND EMBLEM OF THE DIVINE. 

'SCANDINAVIAN mythology is characterised by gra ~leur rather 
:than beauty, being in this respect the opposite of t e Hellenic, 
in which beauty is the superior element. The early dwellers in 
the North were obviously men of Titanic frame, cast in a larger 
if a ruder mould, than their classic predecessors; arnl, truly, the 
Norse gods bear the stamp of their worshippers. Tliey, too, are 
vast and terrible, as if a reflection in the human soul, of a ruder 
and more tempestuous clime than that of Hellas. The storm
gods and the frost-gods speak of a winter such as no Greek ever 
encountered. The blast of the tempest, and the :.-oar of the 
waves, as they roll in with the long swell of the Atl ntic, is the 
true undertone which pervades the stupendous machinery and 
terrible life-environment of Valhalla, where there is n repose from 
the battle, save in the excitement of the chase, and ~he drunken 
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revelries of the feast. But to all this reign of brute force, and 
yet more brutal indulgence, relieved only by a courage that 
never knew fear, and a manhood that no labour could exhaust 
and no difficulty could vanquish, there is one exception, and 
this is Balder the Beautiful, the summer sun-god of this land 
of night. . 

Oh! who shall say what must have been the feelings of the 
stern and daring, yet simple and domestic Scandinavian hunter 
and herdsman, seaman, and soldier, so long the prisoner of cold 
and darkness, when he at last beheld the eastern sky mantling 
with brighter splendour, and the western hills enrobed in richer 
glory, till at length in the supremacy of light darkness is un
known, and in the far north, Balder for a season holds uninter
rupted court, never wholly descending from his throne, even at 
the midnight hour. What a glorious feeling of liberation must 
have passed over his expanding soul, so long denied, the coveted 
opportunity for action-what a bounding sense of joy and hope 
must have thrilled through his iron frame, as the lengthening 
days and shortening nights told of the approaching advent pf 
the summer solstice; for let us remember that this man was no 
artificial denizen of the town, where civilisation masks the more 
striking contrasts of Nature, and tones down not only her harsher 
but also her sublimer features, into the tame mediocrity suitable 
for timid souls. He, on the contrary, in summer and wi~ter, in 
spring and autumn, by night and by day, stood face to face with 
his terrible mother, whether she smiled in the radiant splendour 
of her unutterable beauty, or frowned in the grandeur and the 
gloom of her irresistible anger. He saw the snows descend upon 
the green pastures;and the running streams helplessly bound in 
their icy chains. He listened to the voice of the tempest as to 
the howl of a ravening wolf seeking for his prey. In the long 
nightwatches of his northern clime he often heard the fearful 
revelry of J otunheim, as borne upon the thunderblast, wild 
bursts of fiendish laughter echoecl down the deep gorges of his 
pine-clad mountains, while the flickering lights of the demonic 
council flashed aurora-wise across the wintry sky. No sight of 
grandeur and ·sublimity, of wonder or terror, was veiled from his 
vision; and no sound of sweetness or of power was muffled to 
his ear. They impinged upon his manfully great, yet childishly 
·Simple soul in all their overwhelming strength and overawing 
vastitude, and were reflected thence, not in modem scientific 
.guise as "forces of nature," but personified in the dire gods and 
dreacl demons; the gaunt heaven and dread hell of Scandinavian 
mythology. · · 

But in the far North, and up even to the Arctic circle, it is not 
all winter. The storm-gods and the frost-gods, though powerful, 
are not omnipotent. Their empire is not for . ever. Even here, 
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light and darkness, heat and cold, maintain internedine conflict, 
victory being followed by defeat, and triumph bein succeeded 
by subjection in unresting alternations. The snowy shroud of · 
winter is supplanted by the verdant mantle of spri11g, and icy 
fetters are superseded by floral chaplets, and Balder,, the beauti
ful and the beneficent, is the author of the change. It is no 
wonder, therefore, that the Scandinavian imagina~ion clothed 
him in the radiant splendour and peerless beauty o a celestial 
sun-god, the light-giver and joy-bringer, the hope aud delight of 
a world, otherwise too cold and cheerless for human xistence. 

Aud is there not a profound truth hidden beneatl the radiant 
imagery of this solar myth? Is not the beautiful t e light and 
the joy of the world? Is it not the crowning glory of creation, 
the marital vesture in which Nature, as the bride d·vine, stands 
finally robed for. her "holy sacrament of marriage," in the gor
geous temple of the universe. And is not this Bald1:r the Beau
tiful, this summer sun-god of the soul, sometimes s ~ain? Does 
he not at the present moment lie dead in our midst r \¥here is 
poetry, or the beautiful in thought and language ? Is it not for 
the most part relegated into the background of liter ,ture ? Re
garded in the matter of authorship, as a refined amusement, and 
so but too often undertaken in the spirit of an elegant 1lilettantism, 
as the last and crowning accomplishment of a finished gentleman, 
and, in the matter of study, as the desirable completion to a 
superior education, and so, written as an amusemen and read as 
a task, without ardour and enthusiasm, and there! re without 
inspiration in the one case, and without earnest -ittention or 
responsive emotion, and therefore without due an fructifying 
receptivity on the other; what wonder, we say, that ~ pines and 
withers, its occasional blossoms, however promising, · ke the fair 
almond bloom in our northern clime, coming to no fruit, leading 
to no result, comparable with the grander masterpieces of a more 
congenial time? · 

And where is Art, or the Beautiful in form, colot r, and com
position? Once it ministered to the requirements of t he temple, 
now it contributes to the superior upholstery of t 1e drawing
room. Phidias and Praxitiles executed the statt es of gods, 
which were not only objects of admiration to the few, but of 
something very like adoration to the many. They knew and 
felt that the superhuman grandeur of the Jove ancl beauty of the 
Venus, on which they respectively wrought, expen ing, doubt
less, their very souls in the process, would rouse tho rapt devo
tion of ardent worshippers, generation after gene1 1tion, while 
the far Olympiads would come and go, and the aning cen
turies wax old and die. And it was the same wit the saints 
and altar-pieces of the "old masters" of the CathlJlic Church. 
Raphael did not paint his glorious Transfiguration for the post-
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prandian criticism of well-bred gentlemen, but the all-absorbing 
devotion of a believing Christendom, through its pilgrim repre
sentatives in the Holy City, and so he wrought in a state of 
ecstatic inspiration, as if sustained by the faith, and borne up
wards on the prayers of those believing millions who, age after 
age, come to worship at the shrines which he, as high-priest of 
the Beautiful, was graciously permitted to adorn-albeit, perhaps, 
with hands not wholly worthy. Now what have we to offer in 
the way of inspiration when compared with this? ancl we must 
reply in all humility and sorrow-The walls of the Royal Aca
demy, the mansions of our nobility, the notices of our art-critics, 
and-shall we profanely add-the purses of our millionaires. 

And where is Music, once, like Art, a reverenced handmaid in 
the service of the temple? Whether among "the sweet singers 
of Israel," as they raised their pealing anthems to Jehovah, in his 
chosen dwelling-place on Mount Zion, or in the Gregorian chant 
of Christian Europe, echoing through the vaulted aisles, and 
reverberated from the fretted roofs of her Gothic cathedrals, 
music was something more than a matter of taste and amusement. 
It was an important part of that service of prayer and praise 
which then continually ascended as the incense of the soul from 
those devout generations to the Creator and Preserver of the 
universe. Thus sanctified and set apart for the highest and 
holiest uses, sacred music attained to a grandeur and sublimity 
in its composition, and to a precision and solemnity in its execu
tion, of which we have a reflection in the modern oratorios, the 
germ and the promise, let us hope, of a temple-worship yet to 
come, in that glorious age of restitution and resurrection, when 
men will once more deem it fitting to dedicate the finest music, 
the best poetry, the most soul-stirring eloquence, the highest art, 
and the noblest architecture, to the service of their Creator. But 
at present, and more especially in these Protestant and progres
sive countries, music is, for the most part, relegated to the 
realm of amusement, if not of dissipation-to the theatre, the 
opera, and the saloon, according to the social status and intel
lectual culture of its patrons, and, thus profaned, has perhaps 
lost somewhat of its olden character of grandeur and sublimity, 
and has, consequently, been shorn in a measure of its former 
power and influence. Not that we need nourish any despair on 
this or any other department of the "Beautiful." Seedtime and 
harvest are still as sure in the moral as in the physical world. 
Humanity has all the elements of greatness and excellence in it 
now as of old, from the finest susceptjbilities to the grandest 
heroisms, although the nobler seem just at present somewhat 
slumberous, reposing perchance previous to a great awakening. 

· But we need, as we have said, nourish no despair; there is 
beauty unutterable and transcending all that poetry has ever 
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described or art embodied, in the universe, and we ay be sure 
that there is a proportionately responsive appreciat ion of this 
in the heart of man. Do we go too far when we affirm that beauty 
is a revelation of the divine in the material sph re-that it 
is the highest possible attribute of physical being-th tin which 
it most powerfully appeals and makes the nearest approach to 
that yet higher phase of existence, which is developed on the 
moral and intellectual plane, where in a sense beauty, and that, 
too, of the highest order, is also manifested? Let us endeavour 
to spell out a few sentences of the boundless and my ·tic volume 
of Nature, and see what is their import on this fair snbject. 

we suppose it is almost needless to say that astrom my reveals 
exquisite beauty, both in the planetary and stellar sphere, where, 
notwithstanding the wondrous sublimity of vastitu<le, whether 
as to the volume of the heavenly bodies 'or their stupendous dis
tance from each other, the finest order of dispositi n and the 
most exquisite harmony of movement are found to prevail, not 
seldom illustrated and adorned, too, with a depth and iversity of 
colour, which might well warrant the grand old poetic conception 
of the music of the spheres, and, we might add, the si ored dance 
of the gods. And then, again, what wondrous beauty engirdles 
our own comparatively dull earth. The grand cerulean dome, 
with its hue ever deepening in intensity from horizo~ to zenith, 
across which the fleecy summer-clouds, so high and pi1re, and we 
might almost say, holy, float in their sweet yet sole u majesty, 
like great white thrones, whose celestial occupants a e only in
visible, because too spiritual, perhaps too sacred for ur grosser 
vision. And then, too, amidst all this, Balder the Bealttiful, rises 
morning after morning, in all the splendour of his fad1 less youth; 
from behind the sapphire ramparts of the Eastern hills; whence 
night voluntarily folds back the curtains of the gloo i to make 
way for this procession of glory, as it slowly advances with 
triumphant march through the roseate portals of the dawn. Did 
any man, with his soul open to the truth, ever see a summer 
sunrise and doubt the divinity of Nature-or, we mny add, be
hold an autumnal sunset, and not read therein the ch trter of his 
immortality; for if Balder be beautiful at his birth. he is yet 
more sublime in his de·ath, expiring as becomes a immortal, 
who feels that his passage from time to eternity is n t a defeat 
but a victory, and so bids the world his last adieu, . urrounded 
with the halo and crowned with the glory of a conqu¢ror. 

And what a world has he illumined in his stupend us march, 
whereon somewhere there is always the dewy fresh tess of the 
dawn and the golden glow of eve-where Nature ever 3Wings her 
censer, laden with the fairy perfume of the morn, and piles her 
altar with the fragrant buds of spring-where the matin anthem 
of the grove never sinks into silence, and the vespe · hymn of 
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wild and woodland is never wholly lulled into slumber-a world 
where there is in reality no death, but only a change in the 
forms, and a variation in the processes of life-where the un
sightly root is always struggling up into beautiful blossom, and 
the decrepitude of age is being constantly exchanged for the 
grace and agility of youth-a world where even night, dark but 
solemn, sad yet sublime, the tearful mourner of creation, is also 
a Sybilline revealer, unveiling to us the wondrous mystery of 
the host of heaven, hidden under solar splendour during daylight, 
like the grandeur and glory that lie beyond the life-sphere of 
time, where the stars of eternity are always shining, had we but 
eyes to behold them. 

But let it not be supposed because it is possible for us to thus 
prattle, in our infantile way, about the beauties of creation, that 
we can exhaust their infinite excellence, or sum up their measure
less glory. Practically, the universe is to every man but the 
wierd reflection of his own soul, cast upon the mystic mirror 
of his objectivity; he sees what he brings with him the power 
to see ; he drinks in his own appropriate share of the infinite 
beauty and sublimity by which he is surrounded, his capacity 
being the measure of his enjoyment; he grows only by what he 
can assimilate, his development depending on his susceptibility . 
.And while the- higher order of minds may thus see from how 
much those of a lower type or culture are exclud~d, they will 
not, if wise, use this as an occasion for pride,'but rather for heart
felt humiliation, knowing that they, too, are but men with limited 
faculties, of measurably finite capacity, to whom-if something of 
grace and beauty, of grandeur and sublimity has been vouchsafed 
-this, like their own receptivity, must be partial and imperfect 
as compared with the splendours too bright, and the glories too 
intense and effulgent for their weak and imperfect vision. 

A GLANCE AT THE PHILOSOPHY OF LEIBNITZ. 
To the Editor of" HUMAN NATURE." 

DEAR Srn,-The speculation with which some of your correspon
dents favour your readers furnish useful exercise to the mind. I 
have often thought that lofty and abstract speculation is more or 
less intuitional. So, to me, the philosophical speculator is often a 
poet who thinks and writes in prose. Do any of your communica
tive readers know anything of the philosophical speculations of 
Leibnitz ? Some years ago I was talking with a learned literary 
friend, Prof. J as Morris, now gone home, about the inherent forma
tive principle in each being, pointing out to him that every naturally 
formed thing, existing in a concrete state, must exist antecedently 
in a soul-state. He agreed with me that it did seem that every 
naturally-formed being and thing did develop out of a prior into 
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what we call the material state of existence. He said that the vague 
term "vital energy," which meant that inherent force ~ or nothing, 
might be better supplemented by that of "monadial force," to 
utilize a term of Leibnitz. He considered that the ¢onstancy in 
the infinity of beings in their various species, genera, orders, and 
classes, proves such prior soul or monadial existence. He said he 
should prefer the term "monadial," as that of soul was appropriate 
to the human being. My friend, wishing me to know omething of 
what he called Leibnitz's speculative philosophy upon the subject, 
kindly rendered into English an outline of it, as expressed in one 
of his great works. 

Upon my reminding my friend, Mrs. Morris, the w dow of the 
Professor, of the conversations we used to have toge her, and in 
which she used to take interest and part, and asking her to give me 
some particulars of a philosopher, whose views I regard as profoundly 
intuitional, has kindly to my request favoured me witll the follow
ing note:-

" Leibnitz was born at L eipsic, in 1646, and died at Hau iver in 171!3, 
where his tomb may be seen at the extremity of the Grand All y, in a small 
temple, with the inscription, 'OssA L BrnNn·zrr.' I believe tlwre is· but one 
man in modern Europe who, in the attributes either of uuiVE $ality or in
tensity of genius, can be named as his compeer, and that is h compatriot, 
Goethe. In the regions of speculative thought, there was n l, department 
unvisited by the ever-living activity of Leibnitz's marvellous mind, or 
uuillumined by his brilliant conceptions. He was a juriscon~~t, historian, 
theologian, naturalist, mathematician, and, fabove all. a n 4aphysician 
of the highest order. To his piercing intellect he added alm s t unresting 
industry. He wrote many essays on jurisprudence. As a aturalist he 
wrote the 'Protogda,' in which he seizes the two grand distinc 'ons of pres
ent inorganic fonµs, namely, the aqueous and the igneous. He has the 
credit of being the first to repudiate the fallacy tha.t petrifacti s are freaks 
-0f nature, but rather are relics of her history. His concepti(lns of the at
tainable extended far beyond what even a century could ace n;nplish. In 
this work his power of discerning the extent of any sphere of thought, and 
laying down its grander outlines, seems greater than filling in rletails. His 
intellect moved serenely over a wide diversity of regions, and subjected all 
to itself. A great psychological work of his was ' Nouveaut Essais sur 
l'Entendement Humain,' perhaps the most va,luable of all the criticisms 
which have been written upon Locke's system. None of Loclce's mistakes 
in his 'Essay on the Human Understanding ' could escape 1 ·s keen per
.eeption. His achievement in this work was twofold:-

" 1st, Starting from the Cartesian foundation, that the mind ,lain obtain no 
conception of real existence, save through its intuitions, he as red, W'hat is 
our primary idea of substance? He broke clown Spinoza's Pa[1theism, and 
established his own scheme of Monads. H e asks W1iat know w" 111f existence 
except that it is a force? 'What is a crystal, unless it is an en i:gy, or sim
ple power, having the capacity to assimilate what is external, and there- . 
with build up a fabric in accordance with delinj.te laws ? Vlh1h is man but 
:a loftier Monas, operating sovereignly on what is around it . ~not a dead 
.extension, of which the mind can form no conception! Arou :id and over 
us-in the dust at our feet, or through the vault of heaven-e ergy, action, 
-existence-synonymous with force: the shows ancl forms of things but in
dices of powers tha.t are ! That primary notion of' substance-the bridge 
we pass over to our conception of realities-analyse it as you will; you find 
best represented in the scheme of monads. 
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" 2nd, Growing out of his theory of monads comes his other great meta
physical conception, pre-established harmony. lf existence is the develop
ment of individual energies, how comes it that one energy does not distract 
another? How are assimilation, progress, intercourse possible? Is it not 
simply because the nature, the sphere, the necessities of each monas are by 
Supreme Wisdom primarily adjusted to all that environs it ? What is Man? 
The utmost we can predicate is this-He is a primal force, building up_ a 
wonderful scheme of nerves, and this scheme or system holding intercourse 
with ever.vthing external. This intercourse is only sensations through these 
nerves. Nothing is substantially presented to him. He turns towards the 
cause of sensation, simply because the soul, like every Monas, is by pre
adjustment in perfect harmony with all things. In ourselves we possess the 
germ of all things. The soul is a glorious microcosm, within which every 
phenomenon and law, every form and energy has its counterpart or corres
pondent. 

•; L eibnitz gave much study to the subject of Religion and Church affairs. 
He reverentially recognised the full existence of the Great Creator and 
Ruler of Spirits, perfect in wisdom. Hence, he regarded everything ordered 
by Him as for the best; and thus, in his Theod:icee, reconciles the mystery 
of physical and moral evil, looking on evil as the consequence of limitation 
of good, and that each Monas, inferior to the Supreme, must experience 
limitations, simply because it is finite. He said that no faith could be real 
or intelligible unless its foundations were detected in the human reason. 
This led to some calling him a rationalist. H e aclhered to that law. of 
human liberty which is the source of toleration, and insisted th.at religion 
<Jould have no hold or standing-place if dissevered from the reason of man. 
He wrote au able system of theology. His abstruse mathematical works 
alone, treating on dynamics, &c., would have conferred upon him renown, 
The honour of the Infinitesimal Calculus is really due to him, though our 
Newton also discovered that power." 

This note will serve as introduction to the abstract kindly fur
nishecl by my late friend. The word "Monad" is the Spiritualist 
c01Tespondent term of "atom," the latter signifying further mate
rial indivisibility. Referring to Jourdan's definition, " Monad" 
means a simple being (from 1Ylo11as, unit, or unity), without parts, 
consequently without extent or figure, by virtue of which, accord
ing to Leibnitz, a body exists . Atom, according to the same definer, 
is a particle of matter, supposed to be indivisible, solely because 
its divisibility escapesour senses. J. D1xoN. 

(From the li1onaclologia ancl Pre-establ:ished Harmony of Leibnit2.) 
The universe is altogether an assemblage of Monads ; there is an 

-actual infinity of them; and God has created this innumerable 
multitude from the very beginning of things. This infinity of 
Monads requires no other proof than its very possibility. Being 
possible, it exists because it is conformable to the wisdom of God, 
that His works should be as rich as possibly can be imagined. 
Less than an infinity would be incompletion, and would argue · a 
defect of fecundity in God. The greater the number (of Monads) 
the greater variety and power. 

In this infinite number of Monads there do not exist two so 
much alike as to be undistinguishable from each other ; then are 
not, in the world, two beings absolutely undistinguishable. For, 
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were such the case, God and nature would act witl out reason in 
treating one in a different manner from the other. Now, neither 
God nor nature ever acts irrationally, and, conseq.uently, never 
produces two portions of matter perfectly equal and similar. 
Further, there are not two leaves on a iree that esemble each 
other identically. It is neither by quantity, becrnse they are 
without parts, nor by form, because that which is imple has no 
figure, that Monads are distinguishable. It is, and o ly can be, by 
their internal actions, and by their intrinsic denomination. 

In the midst of Monads infinite in number, which form this 

-. 

universe, is man, placed intermediate between God and nature. ~ 
Man.knows himself, and directly he knows only him ·elf; but this 
little Monad in which he is included, and which he constitutes to 
himself alone, is the mirror of the universe and abri gement of the 
mighty world. 

1. The Monad is a simple substance which combi es with com
posites, simple, that is, without parts. 

2. Simple substances necessarily exist because tl .e!l:e are com
posite ones ; the composite being merely a collection c r aggregation 
of simple ones. 

3. Now, where there are no parts, there also is there neither 
extent, figure, nor possible divisibility; and these M nads are the 
true atoms of nature, in a word, the elements of thin{ s. 

4. There is no fear of any dissolution, for there is no manner 
conceivable by which a simple substance can perish naturally. 

5. For the same reason there is none by which simple sub-
stance could begin naturally, for it could not be fo ·med without 
composition. 

6. Thus, we may say that Monads could only begin nd terminate 
by a sudden power, that is, they could only begin by a OREATION and 
terminate by an ANNIHILATION ; whereas, composites be >in and finish 
in parts. 

7. It is necessary then that Monads should have some qualities, 
otherwise they would not even be beings; and, if simp~e substances 
did not differ by their qualities, it would be impossible to perceive 
any change in things·; for what exists in composite could only 
come there from simple ingredients; and, if Monads were without 
qualities, they would be undistinguishable from each otlter, since they 
do not differ in quantity. 

8. It is even necessary that each Monad should be c ifferent from 
each other, because in nature there are no two bei gs perfectly 
identical, and in which it is impossible to find an internal difference, 
or one based on an extrinsic denomination. 

9. I take it also for granted that all created being s subject t<> 
change, and, consequently, the created Monad also, a d that such 
change is continual in each. 

10. This change must arise from some internal pr" .iciple in the 
Monads, since an external cause could have no influ nee on their 
interiors. 
· 11. It is also necessary that, in addition to this principle of 
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change, there should be a detail of what changes, and which should 
constitute the specification of the variety of simple substances. 

12. The action of the internal principle, which causes the changes 
or passings from one perception to another, may be called appeti
tion or seeking-to. It is true that this appetition ( appetitus) may 
not always reach the whole perception to which it tends, but it 
always obtains something, and arrives at new perceptions. 

13. And, as any present state of a simple substance is naturally 
a succession from its preceding state, so that the present is pregnant 
with the fiitiire, it follows that one perception could only originate 
from some other perception, as one movement could only naturally 
originate from some other movement. 

14. As all this detail only envelopes other contingent anteriors 
more detailed, each of which requires a special analysis to give an 
account of it, it follows that sufficiency or ultimatt. reason should 
exist out of the succession or series of this detail of contingencies, 
however infinite it may be. 

15, And it is thus that the iiltimate reason of things must exist 
in a necessary substance, as in the source, in which the detail of 
changes should be only on the sU?f ace, and this is what we call God. 

16. Now, this substance being a sufficient reason of all this 
detail, which also is connected on every side, there is but one God, 
and this God is all sufficient. 

17. We may also judge that this supreme substance, which is one, 
·universal, and necessary, having nothing external to it, which is 
independent of it, and being a simple succession of possible exis
tence, must be incapable of limitation, and capable of containing 
all possible realitie.s. · 

18. A creature (creatwra) is said to act externally, or as much 
as it has completeness ; and to suffer from, or be acted upon by 
another, inasmuch as it is incomplete. Thus, we attribute action 
to the Monad, inasmuch as it has distinct perceptions, and JJMsive
n ess, inasmuch as it has confused (or compJicated) ones. 

19. And one creature is more perfect than another, inasmuch 
as there is in it that which serves a priori to render an account of 
what passes into another, for it is by this that it acts upon the 
other. 

20. But in simple substances there is only an ideal (spiritual) 
influence of one Monad on another, which influence it can only 
have by the intervening will of God, since, in the ideas of God, one 
Monad with reason asks that God, in regulating all others from the 
beginning of things, should consider it especially. As a created 
Monad could not have a physical influence on the interior of another, 
it is only by this means that one could have dependence on the 
other. · 

21. It is by this means that among creatures, actions and 
passions are mutual. For God, comparing two simple substances, 
finds in each reasons which oblige Him to accommodate the other 
to it (reciprocally), and consequently, that which is active, in some 
respects, is JJassive under another point of view; activ1J, inasmuch 
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as its distinctive knowledge can give a reason of what passes from 
it to another ; and passive, inasmuch as the reason of what passes 
in itself is found in what it knows distinctively in another. 

22. Now, as in the ideas of God, there are infiniti s of universes 
possible; and, as only one of them can exist, there must have been 
a sufficiency of reasons for the choice of God determining Him to 
one rather than to another. 

23. This connection or accommodation of all created things to each, 
and of each to all the others, causes that each si ple substance 
should have relations which should express all the others, and 
should be a perpetual living mirror of the universe. 

24. The composites in this symbolise with the simples; for, as 
all is full, that which unites all nature, operating in the ratio of 
distance each from each, is affecting and affected in an infinite 
manner, it follows that such communication should be infinitely ex
tensible-thus, although each created Monad represents all the 
universe, it represents more distinctly the body, to witich it is more 
particularly affected; and as this body expresses the whole uni
verse, by the connection of all the matter in the f ull , the soul also 
represents the whole universe in repreeenting thig body which 
belongs to it in a particular manner. Thus, we see · bat there is a 
world of creatmes, of living beings, of animals, ol souls in the 
minute8t pa.rts of matter; for each portion of mattn may be con
ceived as a garden full of plants, or a pond full o( :fishes. . Yet, 
besides each branch of each plant, each member of each animal, 
each drop of its humours is still such another garden1 such another 
pond. 

25. As there is a perfect harmony between the two reigns of 
nature, the one of efficient, the other of final, causes, we must here 
remark another harmony between the physical reign f nature and 
the moral reign of grace, that is, between God con idered as the 
architect of the machine of the universe, and God cor.sidered as the 
monarch of the divine city of spirits. 

THE WOMAN'S REFORMATION IN GER\ifANY. 

THE question of woman's rights, which of late years hp,s so agitated 
the English and American mind, is by no means do1•mant in Ger
many. In fact, it is as much a topic of the day here as in either 
of those countries; and the women of the "Fatherland '1 show them
selves not at all behind their Transatlantic or E glish sisters 
jn the comprehension and vindication of their rig ts, as results 
testify. Within a few years women's educational a d industrial 
societies have started up in every corner of the land; tany of them, 
indeed, having diffe1·ent aims in view, but all with on general pur
pose-the education and development of woman. In November 
last, a general convention of all those societies was h Jld in Berlin, 
when they were all formed into one united associatio for the pro
motion of woman's education and labour. The P rniien Amvalt 
(Woman's Advocate), the first number of which has j.ist appeared, 
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gives a list of the branch societies connected with the head asso
ciation. To mention a few of these will give a good idea of the 
standpoint from which the women of this country view the ques
tion, and the general character of the societies. In Berlin, there are 
several: a workwoman's society, a Trobel society for the promotion of 
the Kinder Garten system of education, a teacher and governesses' 
society, a society for family and popular education, besides many 
others. In Bremen, there is a society for the extension of the 
sphere of female labour, and a labour intelligence office. At Bres
lau the society consists of a school for instruction, courses of lec
tures for children's nurses, library and reading-room, and a sewing 
school. In Hamburg, there is a female industrial and educational 
school, and this society has latl)ly determined to educate a few 
nurses at its own expense. An organ for these united societies is 
announced to appear shortly, under the editorship of Fanny Hirsch, 
of the Lette Society of Berlin, which is to be called "Die Nlitgift" 
(The Dowry), no inappropriate title for a publication, which is to 
be the voice of a woman's industrial and educational league. 

There is also a very active and thriving society in Vienna, which, 
among other branches, h·as trades schools, schools of design, in 
which flower and ornamental painting, modelling, and sculpture 
are taught, French and English classes, and a sewing school. Last 
May it established a school for telegraphy. The girls quickly took 
up this art, and were immediately employed by the private tele
graph company of Vienna. The great Austrian Railway Company 
has also signified its willingness to employ female telegraphists. 
Another result of this woman's labour agitation is the permission 
granted by the Prussian Minister of Commerce for women to be 
employed as booking-clerks on the railways. The above society has 
also started an envelope manufactoryin connection with the State's 
Printing-office of Vienna, in which seventy-two females are em
ployed. 

In Pesth, a lady of the name of Rudwarsky -has commenced a 
printing establishment, in which females only are employed. The 
woman's society of that place will establish schools for the special 
purpose of educating girls to be compositors and printers. 

It will be perceived from these facts that the women's reforma
tion has taken a healthy hold in Germany, and that it is making 
giant strides. The mass of energy and intelligence which is brought 
to bear upon the question of woman's position and influence, and in 
such a practical manner, cannot but have great and useful results. · 
The accusation of the German poet Holderlin, "that the Germans 
are great in thought but weak in deed," cannot surely hold here. 
The future historian, however, can only tell whether this reforma
tion will be more fruitful of happy results than that former reforma-
tion which was first kindled here. fuNs AMSEL. 

When we have practised good actions awhile, they become easy; and 
when they are easy, we begin to take pleasure in them; and when they 
please us, we do them frequently; and by frequency of acts they grow into 
a habit. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA . 

EXPERIENCES IN DEVELOPMENT-Continued. 
COMMUNICATED BY A. C. SWINTON. 

April 25th, 1870.-Much light seen by all our circle. 
26th.-Nothing more unusual save our spirit friend Dr. Buchanan 

being seen with great distinctness for abou.t a minute by Mrs. Knight, 
whose spiritual sight seems gradually improving. 

27th.-The medium, Miss Shaw, accompanied by Miss Elmer, 
joined a circle at Mrs. Stephens', 26 Waterloo Road, by spirit direction, 
and therefore we did not sit here. Miss Shaw and • iss Stevens (a. 
young girl) were entranced, and silently represented yobthful pastime, 
graceful poses and caresses. Miss Stevens seemed to be supported for 
·some time by the spirit friends in a slanting position, though her feet 
were not removed from the ground. The sweet innocence of child
hood's spirit-love is said to have been very touchingly 1 nd delightfully 
shown: 

28th.-C. W. Pearce present. More light than eve seen by all of 
us. The controlling spirits were seen by Mrs. Knight between C. W. 
P. and Miss Shaw, instead of being directly opposite b her, as is the 
case when C. W. P. is not present. Some half-hour .fter the room 
had been darkened, C. W. P. was desired by our spirit isitors to ask 
for a light, which having been brought, he was see 

1 
holding the 

medium's hands in the form of a bow, and making graceful movements 
with them. Communications were afterwards made by motions of the 
medium's hands. The room was again ordered to be da ·kened, and an 
extraordinary amount of light was then seen by all present. except 
A. C. S. Mrs. Knight seemed to find it difficult to n.derstand that 
the taper had been extinguished, so bright was the room She seemed 
able to see C. W. P. most luminously, and A. C. S. a·1d Miss Shaw 
least so. 

29th.-From this date to May 1st the phenomena were similar. 
Mrs. Knight saw our spirit friends as each one stood c?ntrolling, and 
informed the circle when one was giving place to anoth r. Several of 
them were seen with sufficient distinctness to be recognised. 

May lst.-Held our seance at C. W. Pearce's-(in the adjoining 
house, he having recently removed there from Stockwel~) . The room 
was darkened, and much light seen by Mrs. Shaw and Mrs. Knight. 
Ed. N. Dennys, Mrs. Swinton, and other spirit frien< a, were again 
seen by Mrs. Knight. Mrs. Pearce joined the circle. 

2nd.-Again sat in C. W. Pearce's house, and shortly fter the room 
had been darkened we were requested to light the can le, and, a few 
minutes afterwards, to extinguish it. Then much light ' as seen by all 
of us, and to Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Shaw our surroundings appeared 
to be a vast amphitheatre, around which were grouped, ier above tier, 
the faces of our spirit circle. E. N. Dennys, Mesmer, a1 d others, were 

. distinctly seen by Mrs. Knight, and numerous lights were seen by 
other members of our circle. · 

Srd.-Similar phenomena. More light was seen by A. C. S. and 
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C. W. P. Directions and information were, as usual, given to the 
circle, and a promise that our spirit visitors would endeavour to speak 
through Miss Shaw next Monday evening. 

4th.-Similar results to those of May 2nd. 
5th.-Sat here. No perceptible change in the phenomena, excepting 

that our spiritual.sight seems gradually improving. 
6th.-Several of our circle much tired. Results of the sittings less 

remarkable than usual, but one or two of the circle were touched by 
spirit friends, and A. C. $. saw more light tha{l he had ever seen before. 
Miss Shaw and A. C. S. were directed to visit Dr. Newton (the cele
brated healing medium, recently arrived from America) the ensuing 
Friday, at 11 A.M. 

7th.-Went to Ealing, accompanied by Miss Shaw and Miss Elmer, 
as directed by my spirit mother, M.A. S., and visited two empty houses 
there for a special purpose. One of the houses visited by us seems to 
have been seen by Miss Shaw in a vision which occurred to her whilst 
entranced the evening before, and also the direction and character of 
the road leading to the house referred to. Sat as usual at 8 P.M. 

(being Sunday); much light, and numerous spirit friends seen. 
8th.-Seeing powers of our circle apparently improved; phenomena 

similar. Went out with C. W. Pearce at 6.30 A.M. of this day, by the 
advice of E. N. Dennys, as a means of development to increase our 
impressional sensitiveness. 

9th.-Sat at C. W. Pearce's. Told by our spirit visitants that they 
would probably speak directly to us shortly. Afterwards heard a faint 
voice or two in the room, which we were told was theirs. No other 
change in the results perceptible. 

lOth.-Sat at A. C. S.'s. The room appeared very light to all of us 
after the taper had been extinguished, and A. C. S. seemed to see for 
the :first time things moving in the light. Robert Shaw {after an 
absence of about a montJ?-) again communicated, and informed us that 
since last with us he had visited other planets, Jupiter in particular, 
and that the inhabitants there communicated with the spirit-world much 
as we do now. Mrs. Shaw was controlled by her niece. Went out 
again with C. W. P. (as we have done since the 8th, and shall continue 
to do till further advised), at 6.30, for impression. During our half
hour's stroll we have to keep our minds passive and free from all 
influence save that of the spirit friends who would impress it. 

llth.-Sat as usual. Mrs. Shaw was entranced, and a young 
daughter of C. W. P., named Florence, spoke through her. She 
strongly urged her mother (present) to thoroughly satisfy herself of the 
truth of spirit communion (Mrs. P. being still somewhat sceptical as to 
the iden/,ity of spirits). Dr. Buchanan afterwards spoke through Mrs. 
Shaw in an amusing manner, and suggested that we should sit every 
other night for a time. Miss Shaw, whilst entranced, was led by one 
of the spirits to the piano, the keys of which she magnetised for some 
time. C. W. P. was enabled to see spirit forms for the first time, and 
A. C. S. saw things moving in tlie light which pervaded the room after 
the extinguishment of the taper. Robt. Shaw and E. N. Dennys com
municated. After Mrs. Shaw had retired, her spirit-husband again 
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presented himself visibly to her, and wanted to take her witl,i him to 
see his spirit-home in the Summer-Land. She states that the lower 
part of her body gradually became rigid; and, fearing t r her daughter 
who was sleeping by her side, she desired her husband not to entrance 
and take her yet. He chided her for her want of trustfulness, an(!. after
wards presented himself to her as he was in sickness, hilst dying, as 
he appeared whilst passing with spirit friends from this earthly sphere, 
and as he is now. He promised his wife that he would show her the 
glories of the Summer-Land if she would consent to be entranced and 
accompany him, shortly. 

12th.-Did not sit. Mrs. Shaw states that she this morning saw 
troops of our spirit friends rvalking by, and that they SBemed to cause 
a mirror to appear in which she could see them, and much else that · 
caused her inconceivable pleasure. 

13th.-Sat as usual. Room became lighter than evet . Robt. Shaw 
spoke through his wife again, and she described her sensations as plea
surably warm during his influence now. P1·evious to his month's 
absence she experienced coldness, as if cold water wer1 being poured 
down her back. Mrs. Knight saw and clearly identifi GI a number of 
our spirit friends, and C. W. Pearce was enabled to see better and, ap
parently, the whole circle. Mrs. Pearce joined us again. 

14th.-Miss Shaw and C. W. P. sat for half-a~- our for some 
instructions regarding future proceedings. E. N. De1mys communi
cated. He stated, among other things, that he desir~d them both and 
A. C. S. to rise at six on the following morning and tak half-an-hour's 

· walk (passively), and afterwards to sit for further instt uctions-more 
especially for A. C. S.'s attention. We carried out Ollf' dear friend's 
wishes, and he requested the latter to avoid troubling himself so much 
about his family and personal affairs, and to keep himse as private or 
free from ungenial influences, and to trust to his spirit- ~elf as much as 
possible; to continue the same early morning's routirn•, and to have 
Mrs. and Miss Shaw take their meals with Miss Elme1• and himself. 
We were further directed as to the course we should t ke at Ealing 
to-day, and advised to leave Paddington (because more convenient to 
us) by the 2 P.M. train. 

15th.-Went to Ealing at 2 P.M., and saw a house we were directed 
to by our spirit friends, which was said by them to b suitable for a 
mentally afflicted relative to reside in. Returned and eld our usual 
sitting in the darkened room about 8 P.JII. The light s soon extin
guished, and Miss Shaw, as usual, entranced. She was then led to the 
piano, which she soon began to use, and continued repE ting a certain 
tune or lesson, and after about an hour and a half's pr ctice she was 
.enabled to play part of a tune. Miss Shaw had never even I.ouched a 
piano (except to magnetise the keys) in her life before During this 
development the room appeared exceedingly light, and forms moving 
iu it were visible to us all, and to Mrs. Knight and lirs. Shaw they 
_were, as usual, distinguishingly clear. "Dr. Bucha1 a:n" controlled 
Mrs. Shaw, and closed the seance as before. Mrs. Shav seems to have 
seen some delightful sights of a spiritual kind during the sitting and 
whilst we were at Ealing. She stated that her husband, Robert Shaw, 

• 
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enabled her to ' see small heads and forms, by controlling her organism 
and impressing her to press her thumb or finger against things, the 
image appearing where the finger had been withdrawn. He next 
directed her to dip her finger in ink and press it on white paper: the 
following heads and profiles (which we cannot transfer from our note
book) are the result. The control was made more apparent to us by 
the characteristic trembling of the arm and hand. Several loud knocks 
were made by our spirit friends on the front door of the house at the 
end of the seance, and they said they wanted the door opened for some 
of them to go out. It would seem that all spirits have not the same 
power of passing through walls, or cannot so freely exercise it. 

16th.-Did not sit. 
17th.-Miss Shaw soon entranced, went to the piano ; commenced 

practising, and improved considerably. Much light seen around the 
piano, and several forms seen, but none distinctly enough to be recog
nised. Instruction given to two or three of the circle. 

lUth.-Nothing apparently remarkable occurred during this sitting 
in C. W. Pearce's house. Directed to go to Dr. Newton's hall in 
Newman Street. 

21st.-Miss Shaw continued her piano practice whilst entranced. 
But little light was seen during this evening, and no spirit friend spoke 
through Mrs. Shaw or her daughter. Replies to our questions were 
chiefly given on the piano-such as yea, nay, or doubtful. 

22nd.-Nothing remarkable observed, though several of our spirit 
friends were, as usual, seen. 

23rd.-Nothing specially noteworthy observable. Walked out as 
usual each morning at 6.30 with C. W. P., for impression. Requested 
to visit an aged and mentally-affiicted relative the next afternoon, 
accompanied by C. W. P. The usual phenomena occurred, and W. H. 
Harrison, who sat with us, was informed of his father's presence, and 
received a characteristic qommunication from him. 

24th.-Visited the relative referred to, and took him with us to one 
of the parks. Our spirit friends state that by loving and wise care, if 
shortly removed from his present morbid surroundings, he may yet 
regain his reason. 

25th.-Got home rather late, and our circle was broken soon after 
the seance commenced by one of our mediums (Mrs. Knight) being 
obliged to leave us. Heard a noise for some time in concert with the 
notes of the piano (played by Miss Shaw), which our spirit friends 
stated was their voice. 

26th.-Visited by Dr. Newton, who kindly attended to the ailments 
of several of us, and went into our seance room, and carefully t1:eated 
me for an old injury which he seemed to know of impressionally. 9.15 
P.M.-Sat at C. W. Pearce's house. The seahce was a light one, and 
some of our spirit friends were seen by Mrs. Knight. 

27th.-Sat here (C. W. P. away for a W(lek or two) in the darkened 
room. An unusual grayish light was seen. Urged to see Dr. Newlon 
and ad vise him against going to "the London Fields" to heal the sick 
poor. in consequence of certain difficulties and dangers to be apprehended, 
and if he should persist in going, to do what we could to assist him. 

Vol. IV. 28 
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28th.-Sitting as usual. Mrs. Shaw was controlled by Ji:. N. Dennys, 
:and instructions and advice given on several subjects. T e spirit-sight 
.of Miss Elmer was apparently improved. She seemed to see the atmos
phere of the darkened room open occasionally, as others of our circle 
liave done whilst developing. Directed to sit for advice l'agarding the 
publication of several lectures by E. N. D., at ten :next morning 
{Sunday). 

Sunday, 29th.-Sat with Miss Shaw by request of E. . Dennys at 
il.0.15 A.M., for the revision of a lecture of his, and in the ,course of our 
.converse E. N. D. informed us that Jesus of Nazareth personally formed 
one of our spirit circle on the evenings of March 22nd, April 22nd, May 
13th, 19th, and 22nd; and that William Shakespeare h s been here 
thrice; Socrates and Michael Angelo once; Percy By1ishe Shelley, 
George Gordon Byron, Washington Irving, Cervantes, · nd others of 
their sphere, several times. E. N. Dennys further stated that though 
Jesus Christ shares our common nature-Deity-derived and spiritually 
divine in all-- as a man he is reverenced by all who can ppreciate the 
.thorough purity and active goodness of his life, as the hi~hest personi
fication of the Intelligent Principle we denominate the Godhead. The 
:volume and brilliancy of the spirit-light seen by s in the darkened 
.room depend, E. N. D. stated, on the number and active ·intelligence of 
-our spirit visitants. 

8.15.-Sat as usual, after delivering a lecture, duri.:ig which an 
:unusual amount of influence was felt in the room, and spirits were seen. 
In the darkened room a large number of spirits were see and much 
light. Requested to secure, if possible, "the Repository ,,i 227 Gray's 
Inn Road, for Dr. Newton, to there heal the sick poor, a d also to get 
him to see several of our circle again. 

30th.-Informed by E. N. Dennys that their circle desi ·~ J. J. Morse 
to visit us on Sunday mornings at eleven, so that we m y have com
ruunicated to us more fre(\ly "An Analytical Comper~di1um of the 
Principles of Na tu re." ( J. J. Morse informed me during tl e same after
noon that his spirit friends had told him a band of adv need Intelli
gences were concentrating their power here for that and other instructive 
and benevolent purposes.) During our sitting I saw the largest and 
most brilliant light I have yet seen, and other lesser ones Our known 
·spirit friends were clearly seen by :Mrs. Knight, and my mother gave 
us precise directions regarding a visit to, and the tr~ atment of, a 
mentally-a:ffiicted relafoe. 

31st.-Requested by E. N. Dennys, after my early W'Llk, to go to 
Dr. Newton and render what assistance I could, and o take " the 
Repository," 227 Gray's Inn Road, for him there to treat he sick poor. 
Went, as desired, with the Dr. and took the place. Af~erwards went 
to "the London Field!f" at his request, and informed the p.eople there 
about the change in arrangements. There met SamuPl Owen, who 
very forcibly addressed the assembly on the real Religim Dr. N!)wton 
is exemplifying-a life of qrotherly love towards ALL God s children-a 
life which causes Want, Sickness, and :M:iser.r to flee om us-one 
which all might live by exercising their Will-power to c rb the blind 
SELFISHNESS of their animal nature, giving free rein o the Divine 
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Spirit that is within each one of us, and ever after enjoying the 
sweets of Heaven. 

Sat. at 9.15., as usual. No apparent change in the phenomena. 
June lst.-More light seen by A. C. S., and also certain movements 

in the room. He felt himself touched by his mother several times. 
Various directions given. Miss Elmer desired to withdraw from the 
circle for a short time. Efforts made by the spirits to control Mrs. 
Pearce (who frequently sits with us) and Mrs. Shaw, but urisucessfully, 
so far, in both cases. 

2nd.-Nothing apparently noteworthy occurred. 
3rd.-Sat for an hour in C. W. Pearce's house with Mrs. Knight and 

Mrs. Pearce only. Certain advice given, and Mrs. Pearce nearly en
tranced by E. N. Dennys, the failure seeming to partly arise through 
her non-passivity to the influence. Though the room was not darkened, 
it seemed quite so during the influence to Mrs. Pearce's sight, and the 
hands of the circle, whilst on the table, gradually became invisible to her 
eyes, and appeared very white ere she ceased to see them. 

4th.-Morning. Received the following letter from Brother Pearce 
of our circle, who is in bodily presence temporarily away:-

"Bungay, Suffolk, June 3, 1870. 
" MY DEAR SwrnToN,-Thank you for yours. I enter into all your joy 

(concerning Dr. Newton, &c.); were I with you I should be an active worker 
with you-as it is the pleasure you experience I do also: it being the act
uating-love of the man which brings him into rapport with all others like
minded. 

"V'le need not ask who belongs to our circle; let us but know that we 
harmonise in aim with those gone before, ancl we ancl they are ONE: I now 
KNOW as certainly as I know that I exist, that all who are.filled icith the 
same spirit are one. Clearly dicl J esus of Nazareth see this when he said, 
' I and the Father are one.' Last Monday, at Rogers' (Norwich), we were 
made happier by the presence of the bosom friend of J esus, John of Patmos, 
who gave us a characteristic message-' My little children, he whom you 
love said, ·where two or three are gathered together in my name, there will 
I be. My little children, I come to bring with me the love of him and from 
him. Tue blessings of the Prince of Peace rest upon this house, and upon 
all within it ; not those encompassed by its walls, for wnlls cannot compass 
spirit, but upon all who axe within its influence. May love rest upon tlrnm; 
may they dwell in it ; may it overshadow them; may all their actions be 
prompted by it: a new commandment, aLd yet an old one, beloved, give I 
unto you-Love one another.-JoaN, the Beloved Disciple.' 

"Please tell Morse that his impressions are confirmecl, ancl that I am 
ready to aid him and those who are working through him. I had a similar 
communication from •Tien' to the one yonr letter stated you had received 
(referring to the communication made to me by onr spirit circle on the 30th 
ult.) Love to all.-Yoms truly, C. 'vV. PEARCE.''" 

Sat in the evening in A. C. S.'s house. Present with him Mrs. Knight, 
Mrs. and Miss Shaw. Nothing particular to record. 

5th.-.Again sat with Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Pearce only for develop
ment in the house of C. W. P. bimilar phenomena occurred to Mrs. 
Pearce as on the 3rd inst., but lasted much longer. We sat about an 
hour. Mrs. ·Pearce retained her consciousness, _though very nearly 
entranced several ~imes. Mrs. Knight, also, was nearly controlled or 
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entranced-the room being light at the time-and she saw E. N. 
Dennys controlling. 

6th.-Sat at C. W. P.'s house. Advice and numerous directions 
given. Requested to provide pencil and paper for our next sitting, which 
is to be at 7.30 to-morrow. Mrs. Knight and Mrs. P e11.rce rendered 
very sleepy. In the course of this day a very unexpectell, and at first 
sight scarcely to be credited, event happened. E. N. Dennys visited 
Mrs. Knight, and ''impressed" her, among other things, that they were, 
by blood, related. At the evening seance E. N. D. confirmed Mrs. 
Knight's statement. He said he was the son of John Dennys, a ward 
in Chancery, and that the latter was Mrs. Knight's mother's nephew. 

7th.-Nothing apparently noteworthy transpired. 
Sth.-A. C. S. was impressed during the afternoon ( f this day ta 

visit the National Gallery, and proceed to the Italian schqol of pictures 
till he came' to "St. John in the Wilderness," and after ards to walk 
a few paces to the right to see another picture-" The Youthful Jesus 
and St. John" (pictures he had never seen before, tho gb not an in
frequent visitor to the collection.) After gazing on the latter picture 
for some time, he was impressed to leave the building wi.hout looking 
upon another. 

9th.-Still developing Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Pearce . Directions 
given for future proceedings. 

lOth.-Full circle. Sat ate. W. P.'s house. Mrs. Slaw entranced, 
and several friends spoke through her. Instructions or the future 
given, and the development of Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Peat ce continued. 

llth.-C. W. P., W. H. Harrison, Mrs'. Knight, Mrs . Pearce, Miss 
Shaw, and A. C. S. Sat in the house of the latter this evening. Ex
cepting spirits being seen by Mrs. Knight, and some light seen by . 
others, nothing remarkable was observed. 

12th.-No seance. J. J. Morse came. The preface to "The Ana
lytical Compendium to the Principles of Nature" were ~"iven through 
him. 

13th.-Noon. Impressed to write the following "Truth for 
Humanity:"-

"THI:: LIFE :-

" That calm, sweet, ever-present, trust in the Divine Spin.t which those 
-blessed with the light tilat frees us from all earthly chains-rejoice in. 
Tilus only can we truly be with God, and love om neighbo as ourselves, 
-thus only can we ever know Heaven." 

During the evening of this day, save a little further development of 
Mrs. Pearce, nothing else was noticeable. Neither Mrs. Knight, Mrs. 
Shaw, or Miss Elmer sat with us. 

15th.-Nothing of moment apparent this evening. 
18th.-An address by J. J. Morse was given througa him whilst 

entranced in the evening of this day. 
19th.-J. J. M. proceeded with "The Analytical Co npendium of 

the Principles of Nature.'' 
2lst.-Two or three of our mediums became so muc1- weakened by 

continuous communications with the spirit-world, despite the advice of 
their friends to the contrary, and by the equally ignorant surrendering 
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of their own individuality, reason, and judgment, that temporary mental 
prostration has resulted. 

On this day A. C. S. commenced exercising his will power for devel
opment, under spirit advice, half an hour each evening. 

25th.-C. W. P. received the following directions for clairvoyant 
development, which he and A: C. S. have since endeavoured to care
fully adhere to in detail, devoting one hour before breakfast to their 
developments as directeci :-

" To attain a clairvoyant state, let your mind be harmonial; a harmonial 
mind must be enveloped in a harmonial body; a harmouial body can only 
be attained by living, eating, and sleeping in harmony with natural laws . 
Clairvoyance is but the harmonial unfolding and development of the inner, 
the interior life. There are what are te!·mecl assistive adjuncts to clairvoy
ant development; but let it be borne in mind that, as a general rule, all 
abnormal exciting causes of a necessity are followed by an equal reaction
therefore, when the clairvoyant development is once fairly started, use no 
means outside of yourself to hasten it. A determined will to attain it: sit
ting a.lone, or with congenial companions, with the mind centred upon the 
spiritual plane, will bring your inner or spiritual powers into more · imme
diate rapport with the spiritual forces, and this consistently persevered in 
will naturally develop a natural power, and thus it will be, at all times ancl 
under all circumstances, within yom· control. 

"One other advice I give you now. Never pass by any subject which 
may be of use to you without making yourself a~quaintecl with its hidden 
meaning; this is of great importance in developing the interior or spiritual 
power. Follow this, and you will continue to grow for ever and for ever." 

Summarising now the experience of some two years ' communion with 
the spirit-world (of which the developments herein recorded seem the 
most noteworthy), the difficulties, the risks, and the results of the in
vestigation-pursued with no common care, patience, and constancy
must be justly stated. During a large portion of the time devoted to 
the inquiry, the communicati,ms ·consisted of truth, falsehood, and 
senselessness, combined with affectionate greetings and philosophic 
thought. To at least three members of the circle insanity resulted, and 
to one of them, death whilst demented; facts from which it may truly 
be inferred that many changes wer11 caused in it-not through the loss 
of the affiicted ones only, but through the fears of others, thence aris
ing, and through the general want of that earnest and untiring perse
verance which any true sense of life's significance and duties ensure
changes almost necessarily containing in themselves the elements of 
'inharmony, and therefore, so far, accounting for the unreliable and 
sometimes sadly deceptive character of the communications. Previously, 
however (through ignorance of the highly delicate nature of the condi
tions of spirit communion, and the essential need of having truthfulness 
and purity of thought represented in each member of the circle to effect 
imity in that earnest, truth-seeking spirit, which alone can ensure a 
like and reliable issue), any casual visitor, who chose, sat with us, and 
hence, by the law of affinity (like attracting like) the circle would be 
surrounded by spirits of varied morality corresponding to that of those 
composing it, and with a necessarily conflicting and unsatisfactory 
result. 

The suggestive trnth here evidenced as a principle, namely, that the 
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general character of spirit communications accords with that of the 
circle seeking them, shows that if people would avoid fr~ quent disap
pointments, frivolousness, falsehoods, and viciousness in he manifest
ations, together with the perils named, their circle should consist of 
persons healthy in body and of intelligent and well-balanced minds, lovers 
qf the truth, and inai;nly seeking cominnnion with the spirit1worlcl for an 
ectrnest ancl worthy purpose. 

The mental derangements referred to seem to have boon caused in 
those so affiicted, permitting themselves (despite the frequent warnings 
of their friends) to be almost continiwusly absorbed by con1munion with 
spirits, and by the suicidal surrendering of their own i dividuality
reasoning power and judgment-to the control of the spirit.realm. Who, 
however-admitting the existence of an infinitely just ( rod, with any 
knowledge of Nature's compensating law, and of this mo1·tal life being 
as a single day compared with the eternity and inconceiv ble glories of 
the life hereafter-but can truly see that the very worst of ~uch so-called 
calamities have other than a beneficent ultimate whatevc1· their tem
porary trouble may be? In the instances named, one w:ls raised from 
a life none too joyous to the spirit-sphere; another was at least made 
wiser by the experience; and a third was redeemed frorn hypocritical 
viciousness to comparative righteousness of action: in all, spiritual 
growth has resulted, and, whether we go through the furnace here or in 
the next state, Happiness being our destiny, wa must c nform to the 
laws of our higher being, and sic!J'er according to the perversion of them 
ere we become true to ourselves and attain it. 

The main result of this circle seems to have been the interior and 
impressional development of at least two of its memberf! , so that com
munion with Humanitarian spirit-workers of high intelligence can be 
freely had. That the light gained may be as freely sharod and enjoyed 
by the world, is the humble and earnest wish of its tru h-seeking ser
vant, 

A. c. SWINTON. 

MORE DIREC'.1' SPIRIT WRITING. ':' 

WE again have the pleasure of presenting to our reader another spirit 
message by direct writing, given through the mediumship fMrs.Everitt, 
at the house of Edward T. Bennett, Esq., Betchworth, Surrey, on July 
21st, 1870. The receipt of this message only formed p 1rt of a seance, 
during which a conversation took place as to the eageri ss with which 
people believed in cases of spirit communion as recordud in the Bible, 
and yet refused to admit of the possibility of similar oc u,rrences at the 
present day. The circle was a small one, consisting only of Mr. Ben
nett's family and the Everitts; and as it took place in : strange house, 

* Y'l e arc sorry to fiml tba.t a few misprints occur in the artic e on this subject 
in l ast number of Human,.Na.turc. In the introductory remark <, t he 9th cliaptcr 
of Revelations is printed, instead of the 19th. On page 3" 2, third line, for 
"word of "isdom," read "worrl, or wisdom;" and in the fi f1 b. line, for "con
quest," mad '' conquests." In the first line of the last message, on the snme page, 
is the phrase "in whkh we live;" it shonlcl be '' in which yo1 live." 
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we have further proof of the certainty of this wonderful phenomenon of 
direct writing. It was ·given in darkness. No person held the pencil. 
The 291 words were given in six seconds, and the time was computed 
by the peculiar ticking sound which accompanies this unique manifes
tation. The following is the message given under these circumstances:
"You seem to be so sadly puzzled that spirits have the power to make 
themselves manifest to you or communicate with you on your plane of 
existence. But, generally, people are not at all incredulous about 
Abraham entertaining two angels, or spirits, who had once lived on the 
natural earth, for that is what it really was, and even preparing dinner 
for them to partake of, which they did; that Jacob even wrestled with 
one. He roust have put on a great deal of materiality to have been so 
felt. Now, if it was ~o in· what you call the patriarchal days, why 
should it not be so now ? Only because they gave the conditions, or 
lived so simply, and were innately good, that communication was opened 
with the spirit world, and so it will be again if you lead pure harmonial 
lives, simply good, and innately pure, or internally good and pure. 
Then we can flow into or become part, as it were, of your outward 
organisation. If you look within yourselves, you really are in our 
world, because as to your spirits you live in the spirit world. It is 
only your natural body that requires your natural atmosphere for 
it to breathe in. Do not think we are far removed-we are ever 
present with you all. The good influences flow imperceptibly into you 
from good spirits, and bad from the bad. You are quite at liberty to 
receive or reject; hence your free agency, but you will not have bad 
or evil influences where there is J:!O receptivity. If you give them no 
fallow ground for them to sow the seed in, it will wither and die." 

VISIONS. 

DREAMS or visions are not always transient and meaningless, as we 
sometimes think. How they come upon the spirit, all the laws 
which govern their creation we are not yet able to define, but we 
look forward hopefully to a time when the plumb shall have touched 
the bottom, and we shall know the depth, or, in other words, when 
we shall be able, by realising the realities of dream-life, to inter
pret their meaning, and act accordingly. For some time back I 
have almost always seen the shadows of coming events, until I find 
that in some things the secrets coming to me are almost too much 
for me to bear. Some time ago there was, in the city of Glasgow, 
a party who carried on the business of a photographer, and was 
moderately successful. He was supposed to be a very pious 
man, and was a preacher amongst the " Plymouth Brethren." 
Seldom did a Sunday pass without his voice being heard at the 
corner of some street in that city. Young ladies flocked to him 
when in despair about their souls (for he was good-looking), and he 
would tell them of the love of Christ for them, frequently illustra
ting that by referring to his own love for them. One day the words 
began to ring in my ears and lie upon my heart, "Be sure your 
sin will fincl you out;" so persistently dicl they stick to me that I 
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felt as if they had burned themselves upon my soul. I1o read was 
vain, to think was also vain, for both before iny bodily and mental 

1 eye the worcls still appeared, "Be sure your sin will fi ld you out." 
Leaning over a table and trifling with a pencil, I fell a-musing, and 
then woke up to find that I had written down the gLastly words. 
It.hen again fell into a dreamy state, wondering the meaning of all 
this; when with a start I woke up a second time, I found I had 
folded up the paper, and addressed it to Mr. Greatrex, photo
grapher, Sauchiehall Street. I pitched the paper in the fu-e, think
ing it too dangerous a game to play. I mentioned th , strange cir
cumstance to several friends, amongst others Mr. B y Nisbet, of 
Glasgow. I then turned my back upon the shadow, :nd was dis
obedient "unto the heavenly vision; " but the event c.ime in about 
tm:ee or four weeks which was shadowed here. At that moment 
Mr. Greatrex was busy forging bank-notes. ·He then absconded to 
America along with a young lady who coloured plates for him
was caught there, brought back, tried, convicted, am is now suf
fering the penalty of his crime at the hands of the la\\ . 

More recently I h ad another vision. At the time of Y.t:r. Peebles's 
visit to Glasgow, I was residing in Bradford, and rea·l the account 
.of his visit. I was well pleased at the successful n eetings held 
by him. I felt a strange desire to see and hear him l efore he went 
back to America. Just at this time I dreamt that M1, !Peebles hacl 
been asked to visit Bradford, that he had consented, .md that dur
ing his visit my youngest child died; that I asked if h would favour 
me by officiating at the funeral, and that he did so most willingly. 
All this unhappily has occurred just as foreshado,ved, for Mr. 
Peebles has visited Bradford, my youngest child c. ied, and the 
funeral service at my request was gone through b;y fr. Peebles. 
Previous to that time occasionally, and since that tinie frequently, 
have events been thus foreshadowed. How is this ? What are the 
laws which regulate these premonitions ? L et us unc e1rstand this, 
and like Joseph we shall be able t o read dreams, ani l more e:ffec- . 
tually to receive their lessons. CLARA SHERWOOD. 

PS Y OHOLO GIOAL I NQ UIRIES. 

WHE RE IS THE SPIRIT-WORLD? 
THACKLEY, near Lee ls, Aug. 15. 

WE notice in last month's Hum an NatUJre the chapter h aded with the 
words, "Where is the Summer Land? " by our trans ~tlantic friend, 
Mr. Loomis. We heartily thank him for bis labours in endeavour
ing to solve what appears to be a mystery even to the most advanced 
minds. The writer intimates that, in looking at Sirim , which is one 
of the nearest of our fixed stars, we see an object whic.i is five time·s 
more distant than the summer land is from us. 

If that statement be correct, it will appear that that· blissful abode is 
several billions of miles from our earth. We are not in a position to 
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either accept or refuse our friend's logic; but it will be seen that we 
are inclined to entertain different views respecting it, and it will, per
haps, be well to state that we have received our information from our 
spirit-guides. 

They say that _it is circumscribed within a radius of about a thousand 
miles from our earth's surface, and is comprised in the two outermost 
circles or spheres of our ethereal world, though, strictly speaking, the 
higher states of the fourth sphere may be said to comprise a portion 
of the Summer Land, since there is fruit located there, but it is of the 
grosser kinds; there are not the richest productions of the equatorial 
belt in the fourth sphere. Be it remembered that there are six zones 
or spheres which encompass our earth that are divided into states, and 
each state becomes more beautiful and harmonious as we proceed from 
the earth, until we reach the highest state of the sixth sphere, which is 
the boundary of our ethereal world . They likewise inform us that every 
inhabited planet has its Summer Land; for when a planet has so far 
progressed that the animal kingdom is crowned with its ultimate, man, 
the vegetable kingdom always keeps pace with it, and is crowned with 
its ultimate, which is the fruit for his subsistence. And the finer kinds 
of vegetation now grown on the earth's surface being the ultimatum 
or crowning point of the vegetable kingdom, their spiritual part ceases 
to be thrown back, to be moulded again in Nature's laboratory, or, in 
other words, ceases to be incarnated in physical forms; having gone 
through the necessary refining processes in their former incarnations, 
they have become fitted for the end for which they have long laboured, 
viz., to be transmitted from the realm of transition to a permanent reign 
in the ether zones. The flowers being a higher form of development 
than the coarser kinds of vegetation, rise higher in the ethereal world, 
and const,itute what is commonly called the paradisaical sphere; and 
the fruit being a higher form of development than the flowers, ascend 
higher than they to those glorious spheres which may be truly called the 
Summer Land. Now. if it be admitted that there is spiritual essence 
contained in the flowers that grow on the material plane, and that when 
the material flower decomposes, a spiritual, or ethereal flower (which is 
synonymous with the former) is transmitted into our ethereal world, it 
must be admitted that there is ethereal fruit encased in the material 
fruit. That being the case it will, like the flowers, be transmitted into 
our spirit-world. Therefore, it would be unreasonable to conclude that 
the ethereal flower which is thrown off from the earth's surface is 
located in the spheres that environ it, while the frui~ is transmitted to 
some unknown region of space many billions of miles away. It will 
therefore become evident that those glorious exhalations of ethereal fruit 
which are being continually thrown off from the material plane, chiefly 
from the equatorial belt, are confined to our spirit-world. That being 
the case, the Summer Land is unquestionably located in it. Our spirit
friends further inform us that the reason why such ignorance prevails 
respecting such important matters, is because the earth's inhabitants 
(that are in communication with the spirit-world) are for the most part 
communicating with spirits whose minds are besmeared with the debris 
of earth-born theology; that the dictates of reason and nature are alike 
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rejected, which are the truest guide-posts to the highet spheres, they 
are content to allow themselves to· be penned up in a theological sty, 
not refusing to swallow the heterogeneous food if it i only gravied 
with the moral sentiment, instead of journeying on the plains of free 
thought seeking for the most salutary food they can find. Our instruct
ors often describe unto us the beauties of those blissful spheres, and 
regret that so much bigotry prevails among both incarnate and dis
incarnate spirits, for they are desirous for all to parta ·e of the fruits 
of the vine, and to enjoy the unspeakable delights of the Summer Land, 
which is illuminated with the radiant glory which str ams from the 
great ethereal centre, or spiritual principle, the soverei ~n ruler of our 
planet. 

J. PITT. 

THE CAUSE OF CONTRADICTORY TRAITS OF HARACTER. 

To the Editor. 

Srn,-With regard to the contradictory manifestatio s of character 
expressed by the same individual which "Enquirer ' ':' wishes to be 
explained, I would beg to offer my opinion upon the tw• classes of men 
which he alludes to. In the former, it appears that the man exhibiting 
such peculiarities of mind would possess either a predominance in size 
or activity of that portion of the organ of philoprogenitiveness, which 
gives man an affection for the lower order of creation, 1.lso a smallness 
or inactivity of the organ of benevolence, which gives s that sympathy 
between our fellow-beings which is manifested by all philanthropists; 
and in the latter case, it would appear that the man possesses that in
tellectual power, which, however superior, if not contr11lled by a higher 
set of faculties which we term Moral, is like a ship wi"hout any one to 
guide it, and would be tossed about by every wind and ave of passion, 
making the man a creature of controlling circumstanc either internal 
or external. More might have been said, but trusting this brief expla
nation may enlighten your enquirer and others of y ur readers, and 
hoping you will allow a short space of your valuable work to be devoted 
to inquiries of the like nature to bring out the minds of your young 
readers, I remain, yours for progress, 

J. R. 

[At the weekly seance, held at 15 Southampton Ro , on August 19, 
Mr. J. J. Morse, trance medium, the same inquiry wci$ brought before 
the controlling spirit, and the following answer wa;; received as re
ported in the Med·ium :-"A. The questioner refers o the psychology 
of child-bearing. A fine artistic taste can only com J from a brain so 
constituted that the vibrations coming from these obj er ts will be received 
and assimilated by it. The same law refers to all c ther parts of the 
mind. The whole depends upon ante-natal influences."] 

* See H wman JYature for last month. 
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WM. CROOKES, ESQ., F.R.S., v , SPIRITUALISM. 
"I will never concede his four Planets to that Italian from "Padua, though I 

die for i t."-HoRKY. 
" Experiments are the soldiers, Theory is the General springing from their 

ranks. The interpreter of the works of nature is experiment; that is never wrong; 
it is our judgment which is sometimes deceived, because we are expecting 1·esults 
which experiment refuses to yield."-LEONARDI DA Vrncr. 

" How great and common an error appears to me the mi;take of those who 
persist in making their knowledge and apprehension the measure of the appre
hension and knowledge of God."-GALILEO GALILET. 

To the Editor of "HUMAN NATURE." 

Sir,-The spiritual press has already done ample justice to the 
effusion of W. Crookes, Esq., F.R.S., in which the author shows nothing 
more profoundly than his utter ignorance of the whole subject he tries 
to deal with. Like a renowned hero of romance, he points his lance 
against a windmill, which he takes for a flesh and bone warrior. To 
be impartial to Mr. Crookes, however, it must be admitted that the 
style and manner of his lucubration shows a n:iarked improvement 
upon the productions from the pen of Michael Faraday, and those of 
the quills of other celebrities of the Royal Society. Unlike his col
leagues, he appears to have given more than one half-hour of his 
" valuable time" to the observation of the phenomena Of Spiritualism, 
and his soberness of language and decency of demeanour show how a 
philosopher can talk nonsense without forgetting himself. A thousand 
pities that so cool-headeu and keen observer as Mr. Crookes has hitherto 
shown himself to be in his special department of science, should have 
thought it expedient to go investigating Spiritualism with brass pendu
lums in his pocket, ana glass shades under his arm ; anQ. because the 
invisibles refuse compliance with his modest request to make clock 
springs aud cog wheels of themselves, he arrives at the logical conclusion 
that they have no brains, and are no entities at all. Let Mr. Crookes 
candidly and impartially ask himself whether, had the spirits moved 
the pendulum, he would have rested satisfied, or whether he would 
then have pushed his exigencies stJll farther, and asked the spirits to be 
so good as to make him a cup of coffee, brush his bat, and saddle his 
horse. And, supposing they had even done all this, would he then 
have been convinced that he had to deal with intelligences ? All leads 
us to suppose that he would not; for, in regard to the investigation of 
Spiritualism, the question has ceased to be, what will suffice to convince 
a sensible and reasonable man, but what will satisfy a Fellow of the 
Royal Society. Another fatal error of Mr. Crookes is his belief that 
attending half-a-dozen seances, or, for the matter, a dozen, confers upon 
him the right of pronouncing judgment, or even giving an opinion, upon 
a philosophy deep and wide as the universe. In this respect, however, 
he has stepped in the footprints of many a modern philosopher, whose 
conduct in the presence of the new phenomena will rank in history 
with that of the opponents and detractors of Galileo at the first an
nouncement of the new discoveries which have made his name imperish
able as the stars of heaven. For the benefit of Mr. Crookes, let me 
exhume from the dust of ages a page of that history of science which 
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he and his confreres seem to have lost all sight of. Whe the news of 
the fresh discoveries of Galileo got abroad, the who! nest of the 
scientists and philosophasters of his time began, as usu 1, to flap their 
wings and to chirp in a strain truly howlish. First to be heard was 
the German astronomer Horky, a young man of great promise, who 
writing to Kepler, exclaims, " The discoveries of the It lian are won
derful.; they are stupendous; whether they be true or false I cannot 
tell. " Having subsequently consented to look through Galileo's tele
scope, he rushed into print with an essay, in which he undertook 
critically to examine the four principal questions touchrng the alleg~d 
astronomical discoveries. Listen to him-" I have patiently examined 
the heavens with Galileo's own glass, and I positively d iclare that no 
such thing as a satellite about Jupiter exists. I not mo ·e surely know 
that I have a soul in my body, than that reflected ray are the sole 
cause of Galileo's erroneous observations, and I can see ,no other use 
for new planets and satellites than satisfying Galileo's thirst for gold 
and notoriety." How this smacks of the " muscula1 energy" and 
"mental aberration" of modern institution! Next amonr st the clamor
ous came Professor Christman, who also gave himself the trouble of 
another essay (Noclus Gordius) against the truth of Galilev's discoveries, 
ancl in which we fincl these memorable words:-" We l\l"e to believe 
that Jupiter has four satellites given him by nature, in 01 der, by revolv
ing round him, to immortalise the five members of the Medici family, 
to whom Signor Galileo first gave notice of the observ-itions. These 
are the dreams of iclle men , who love ludicrous ideas better than our 
laborious ancl industrious correction of the heavens. ature abhors 
so horrible a chaos, and to the truly wise such vanity is detestable!" 
This represents the roguery ascribed by the modern scientists to our 
poor mediums. And hearken now to the still wiser wor ls of Francisco 
Sizzi, the Florentine astronomer, and a P.U.P. (meanir g Professor to 

. the University of Pisa, the most renowned for learning i .i those times), 
who, conscientiously refusing even to look at Galileo's t Jlescope, wrote 
in this immortal strain :-

" To his H ighness the Grand Duke of Tuscany. 
"Illustrious Ruler of Etruria,-! have learned with cleep sorrow that 

my declining to accept Signor Galileo Galilei's invitatio11 to observe the ,e 
skies through a newly-invented instrument has caused ·spleasure and 
false interpretations in high quarters, and even the cens1 re of yom· first 
Secretary of State. But, illustrious Prince, whereas no l 3asonable being 
ever committed an act without a motive, and whereas it is io t just that any 
man be condemned without obtaining a hearing, allow me t<:> plaee at your 
feet my humble reasons for not acceding to Signor Galileo' de:;i.re to go and 
look at that which cannot have an existence-namely, an eigl th planet, which 
Signor Galileo wishes the world to believe he has discovered Sire, you, who 
are the fountain of all wisdom, are aware that, after cen1 uries of fruitless 
theories, modern science has at last discovered the great fl ndamental truth 
of the perfect number-I mea.n the number seven- a truth 1bich will render 
our times famous in the history of the world's knowledge, and which cannot 
be discarded witlwut endangering the very foundations o l which all true 
philosophy is based. Signor Galileo seems bent on revoluti nising the whole 
philosophical system of our times by placing himself. eve1 above Aristotle 
and the Peripatetics, but it transcends all belief that he s 1oulcl attempt to 
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trample underfoot the very axioms of modern science, based as they are on 
number seven, the perfect number, which alone can explain the relations .of 
man to all created things in the universe. For seven are the metals, seven 
the colours, seven the notes of music, seven the clays of the week, seven the 
mortal sins, and seven are the multiferous harmonious and mystic combin
ations of the perfect number seven in the infinite department of the vast 
realm of Nature which would be too numerous to mention, but one more of 
which I cannot resist to point out, to convince the blind iuuovators of their 
errors. There are seven windows given to animals in the domicile of the 
head, through which the air is admitted to the rest of the tabernacle of the 
body, to enlighten, to warm, and nourish it: two nostrils, two eyes, t1yo ears, 
and a mouth: and so in the heavens there are not, ancl there cannot be, more 
than seven planets-namely, two favourable stars, two unpropitious, two 
luminaries, and Mercury, alone, undecidecl and indifferent. Moreover, 
Si<>nor Galileo speaks of satellites; forgetting that they, being invisible to 
th~ naked eye, can exercise no influence on the earth's inhabitants, and as 
there are no useless things in nature, such satellites cannot and do not exist. 
Besides, from the ancient J ews to modern nations, the week, as I have already 
observed, is divided into seven days, and these have been named after the 
seven planets. Now, if we increase the number of planets, we should in 
consistency increase also the days of the week. Far be it from me to try and 
detract from the great merit of the new instrument, by the aid of which dls
tant objects and heavenly bodies can be seen nearer and better, but when 
the Signor presumes to engage the attention of serious scientists who respect 
themselves, whilst denying the very principle of modern philosophy, it is 
time that more competent men should step in and say, nay. This I consider 
to be my bounden duty, and these are my reasons for declining to look through 
Signor Galileo's new instrument." · 

It is said that when Galileo read this letter he calmly observed that, 
however great the force of · the arguments therein contained, they did 
not appear to him of sufficient weight to crush a new planet when 
actually seen in the sky. Thus history repeats itself; for who can see 
any difference between the detractors of Galileo and the opponents of 
the facts of modern Spiritualism-between Horky, Christman, Sizzi, · 
& Co., on one side, and Faraday & Co. on the other? None more 
than between six and half-a-dozen. Where is the differenc~ ? The 
ancient clique of opposing phiiosophers (?) enjoyed as exalted a status, 
as great a reputation in their time, as do the most prominent amongst 
our modern Crichtons; the latter, as the former, persisting in their 
belief tbat the science of their time is the science for ever ; that it has 
taught everything, and has nothing more to learn. The same acrimony 
of invective against the new thing-the same snarling, plunging, and 
biting, and the same bringing of old bottles to hold new wine. If any 
difference of merit and acuteness there be between the ·two sets of 
scientists, it is on the side of the ancient . as shown by the shrewdness 
of Sizzi, who, while denying the poss.ibility of a new planet, took 
precious good care never to go near thA tube armed with glasses; whilst 
our F.R.S.'s will complacently place their orbs at the wrong end of our 
telescope, and then complain that they can see nothing in our heavens, 
and indulge in childish chaff and banter. When will they .reflect that, 
if Spiritualism be truth (and they have proved nothing to the contrary 
as yet)i we, the votaries of the new philosophy, as investigators of 
primary causes, are, in point of true knowledge, one thousand years in 
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advance of mere physicists, and that we are those who can. truly be 
styled, in the words of the great Italian bard :-

" The masters of things the highest, 
And the teachers of those who know." 

Let us hope they will, at no distant date, retrace their steps and 
become more reasonable, by investigating the new science without 
egotism and with befitting humility , lest their diatribes a ainst Spiritual
ism go down to posterity bound in the same volum with those of 
Horky, Christ~an, and Sizzi.-Yours, &c., 

G. DAMIANI. 

Clifton, August 15th, 1870. 

HEALTH. 

DR. BARTER'S HEALTH INSTITUTION, ST. AN E'S, CORK. 

Oun visit to this far-famed and beautiful spot was one oft 1 most delightful 
holidays we ever had the goocl fortune to experience. Over a sea smooth 
as glass, the floating palace which so comfortably bridges tl e Channel carried 
us in about eighteen hoill's-uo sickness, no tossing, no m pleasantness, but 
a suitable foretaste of the delights that awaited us during om sojourn in the 
Green Isle. We shall not readily forget the conversatim we had with Dr. 
Barter as we drove in his wagonette from Cork, by Blarn~y's leafy groves to 
St. Anne's. As a practitioner and writer on health, the doctor was no 
stranger to us, but we were not prepared for the revelati . of psychological 
knowledge wl:ich he brought to bear on the subject of Di gnosis and Thera
peutics. The intelligent student of human natill'e will know how to ap
preciate such qualillcatious in a physician, disclosing as tl ey do the mystery 
of temperament and of mesmeric influence as bearing on he modification of 
treatment and recovery. With such light it is not diffic tit to imagine how 
the Tm·kish Bath may be vastly extended for good thn ugh the magnetic 
process of shampooing, as directed by Dr. Barter, often ' ''ithout the patient 
being aware of the importance of the treatment of which 1e is the recipient. 

St. Anne's consists ofa J.3ictm·esque mass of Grecian pO.vilious, gracefully 
dotted along the slope of a terraced hillside, backecl b}• woods and rising 
ground, which effectually shelter it from pernicious winds. In the imme-
diate front to the left is a deep and wooded ravine full • f delightful shady 6-
walks, cool streams, pm·liug cascacles, and dreamy pools. Beyond is a bold 
foreground of noble trees, and in the distance the" green ::iroves of Blarney" 
clustering rnund the gray turret, on the plinth of whicl 1·ests the famous 
"Blarney stone," which ambitious sophists risk their fr es to kiss. Of all 
places in Britain it is the site to choose for a hydrnpa h~c establishment. 
Behind is a farm of several hundred acres, with cow-sl1eds, barns, and all 
appurtenances; and Dr. Barter keeps about fifty cows, wi th a uecessar.Y con-
tingeut of horses, poultry, and other animals. ·with H 0 patients, and all 
this farm to manage, together with the erection of baths :i t home and abi·oad, 
Dr. Barter has his hands full. He is up every mornin[, about five o'clock, 
or earlier, takes his bath, and has a half-a-day's work do ie before the world 
knows that the sun has risen. 

There are some ten Turkish baths in the establishmen -two within doors 
for invalids, three public baths, one bath in which the temperature can be 
raised to upwards of 200 deg., Dr. Barter's private bath, bath for the poor, 
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-0ne for horses, and the two magnificent baths just ere.cted at a cost of £7000. 
One-half of St. Anne's does not know how the other half lives; for a patient 
might be there for months and not know that on another part of the estate 40 
-0r 50 poor people were bathed daily gratis. Through the liberality of Dr. 
Barter an efficient suit of baths are placed at the disposal of the poor, who 
come from great distances, finding frugal accommodation in the village, and 
getting advice and treatment for nothing. Many cures are effected in this 
way, and an immense amount of misery is prevented. The new baths are 
large and grandly finished. They were opened by a public ceremony, in 
which GOO ladies and gentlemen took part, on July 6. The Corle H erakl of 
the following day devotes upwards of three columns to a r.eport of the pro
ceedings. The new baths are referrecl to in the following terms:-

"The bath is divided into two sections, one for ladies, the other for gentlemen. 
The walls of the sudatorium, or hot-room, are all carried out in Caen stone piers 
and styles, panelled in Cork reel marble. The capping of top rails is finished in 
polished Sicilian marble. The floors throughout the entire building are 
laid in Cork red marble, which has a beautifol effect. On the gentlemen's 
side the wall dividing the hot-room from the cooling room is broken by a 
circular-headed archway, twelve feet high and six feet broad, occupied by a 
single sheet of plate glass, tln·ough which from either side a beautiful view 
is presented of the cooling-room from the one side, and the hot rooms from 
the other. These noble rooms are decorated in the highest style of ar
chitectural and ornamental art, and with the most consummate taste. We 
noticed that much use had been made of mirrored and stained glass, which, 
combined with the charming colours displayed by the tapestry and other 
decorations, give an Oriental and magnificent effect. In the centre of the 
beautiful cooling-room above described a marble fountain plays into a plunge 
of large dimensions. The exquisite harmony of the colouring in this room 
strikes the beholder with delight. It requires to be seen to be appreciated, 
and, in fact, each portion of the building becomes a study in itself. The 
ladies' end of the building is carried out in the same harmony and finish, 
but we observed that here more privacy had been obtained, without injury 
to the general effect. We noticed a special arrangement in the hot-rooms, 
which are lit from the ceiling by a novel and effective plan, the chief fea
tures of which are the maintenance of the purity of the internal atmosphere, 
the proclucts of combustion of the gaslight passing directly into the external 
air, being separated from the hot rooms by obloug circular-headed stained 
glass panels, the light from which produces a most pleasing effect. The 
architectural beauty of this stately structure is due to the talents of Mr. 
Richard Barter, on which it reflects the highest credit." 

The Bath was opened by Miss Barter, on whose behalf the following was 
i·ead:-

" Ladies and Gentlemen-I now declare this Bath open, and hope you 
will all experience in yonrsel ves its benefits some time or other. My father 
has told you how he was led to build the first bath, and how successful it 
has since proved itself, under God's blessing. Permit me to say for him 
that no thought of self has influenced him in his exertions, his one and only 
aim being to spread the principle he believed to be so beneficial to his fel
low-man. In conclusion, I desire God's blessing on this building now open." 

At a stage of the proceedings, Dr. Barter made a speech, from which we 
cull the following extract:-

"Ladies and gentlemen, we are this day to celebrate the 14th anniversary 
of the introduction of the Bath into Western Europe since the time of the 
Romans, by the opening of the Bath just completed. But, as the Romans 
never visited Ireland, we celebrate the first Bath of this kind ever huilt .up
on Irish soil, ancl further, the first Bath in the world's history built for the 
purpose of a special curil.tive agent. So yon see we commemorate several 
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. events to be recorded by futme historians. I was not long perceiving that 
the bath had a far wider range of usefulness than that of a mere cmative 
agent, important as that is. I have laboured hard to establish it as a great 
social institution, and now every town of importance in Ir land has its hot 
air bath: Several hundred private mansions possess them. They are also 
to be found in large factories. lunatic asylums, union work11 uses, and hos
pitals. It is worthy of remark that the medical officers attached to those 
latter institutions have, without exception, reported favom-ably of the Bath 
after long experience of its value as a sanitary and sana~ive agent. Indeed 
as far as Ireland is concerned, the Bath has assumed the · gnified position 
of a national institution, of wl;lich Ireland may feel pretty proud. From 
here it has extended to the w11ole of the British Empire :~ncl several of its 
dependencies to the greater part of vVestern Emope, and tu lJhe Continent of 
North America." 

·vv e have not SJ)ace to say half which wells up in our )eing in praise of 
St. Anne's and Dr. Barter; but we would most emphatic lly recommend 
all who want a holiday, either in summer or winter, in sick ess or in health , 
to find their way to St. Anne's. 

The ANTI-VACCINATION MovEMENT is making rapid progress all over 
the country. R. B.' Gibbs, Esq., the hon. sec. of the Anti-compulsory 
Vaccination League, ·has many calls to attend meeting:; and deliver lee
. tures. He . has recently been to Ireland, and found l 1at the assertion 
so widely made that vaccination had stamped out small pox is erroneous, 
as multitudes of children remain unvaccinated. Th o fact that 96 per 
cent. of the small-pox patients in Paris have been vaccinated bas made 
a profound impression on the mind of this country. All persons who 
desire information on this subject should read Dr. Collier's Essay, to be 
had at our office, price 6d. It was given with H uina11 Nature for Sept. 
1869, at 3d. 

Professor L. N. FoWLER, on the conclusion of hi , recent course of 
lectures at Barrow-in-Furness , had the- following ad h ess presented to 
him, read by Mr. Pearse :-" To Professor L. N. ]'owler and Mrs. 
Fowler.-Sir and Madam-We have been desired b;i a large number of 
residents in the town of Barrow, who have been ref ular attendants at 
your course of lectures on mental science, to reques t your !l:_cceptance 
of this address, as a public recognition of the respect and esteem in 
which you are held by them, and as a mark of their sincere and warm 
appreciation of the influence for good which you~· valuable lectures ~ 
cannot fail to have exercised in this town and neigl bourhoo<l. While 
they are anxious to acknowledge the marvellous :fidelity of the deline-
ations of charac_ter which you have offered as tbe "0Sult of numerous 
phrenological examinations, they also feel that your masterly exposition 
of the great truths of science, the noble lessons yo ~ have endeavoured 
to inculcate, and the high moral and religious tom which bas cl1arac-
terised all your teachings , have entitl ed you to a t ·ibute of respect at 
their hands. They desire, in conclusion, to express an earnest hope 
that you may both long be spared, under Divine Pn vidence, to continue 
the great and good work of disseminating truth, ailvanc:ing the best 
interests and ministering to the happiness of your fellow-creature ~ , to 
which you have for so many years devoted yourseh'es:" Mr. Fowler's 
course for the remainder of this year will be sel'l1 in the " Circle of 
Lecturers" in our advertising pages. 
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